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I. INTRODUCTION 
There is a wide range of phenomena in chemical physics resulting from 
synergistic interactions of atoms and molecules (Schuster et al. 1980). The 
term synergistic denotes a mechanistic cooperativity, reflected in the fact that 
complex systems often behave in a very different way from a simple sum of 
their individual parts. One of the most well-known synergistic effects at the 
atomic or molecular level is the concerted photoemission process which forms 
the basis for laser action (Haken 1985). At the other end of the molecular 
spectrum, synergistic interactions in biomolecules are known to be 
responsible for many of the control and regulation mechanisms in living 
organisms (Haken 1977). 
In connection with photoabsorption, it has long been known that a 
collisional interaction between two atoms or molecules irradiated with light 
of a suitable frequency can result in their simultaneous excitation. The first 
observations of this effect were made in infrared studies on compressed gases 
(Ketelaar 1959). Indeed, the effect has been proposed as an explanation for 
some of the spectral features of planetary atmospheres, where high pressures 
of gaseous mixtures naturally occur (Danielson 1974). Experimental studies 
have mostly focused on interaction-induced optical transitions in gases 
(Yakovlenko 1973; Geltman 1976, 1987; Gallagher and Holstein 1977; Green 
et al. 1979; Brechignac et al. 1980 Debarre and Cahuzac 1986) or in crystals 
containing rare earth ions (Varsanyi and Dieke 1961; Dexter 1962; Tulub 
and Patzer 1968; Nakazawa and Shionoya 1970; Last et al. 1987). Although 
such processes involve pairs of atoms in collision or close proximity, each 
absorption involves only a single photon. 
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In condensed matter, cooperative effects of a different kind have long been 
established in connection with the photoproduction of relatively long-lived 
triplet states, either in individual molecules in the case of lliquids (Parker and 
Hatchard 1962; Nosworthy and Keene 19641, or in triplet excitons in 
crystalline solids (Avakian and Merrifield 1968; Groff et al. 1970). Because of 
their long lifetimes, the concentrations of such species can build up to a point 
where triplet-triplet annihilation ensues, either 3y molecular diffusion or by 
exciton migration (Craig and Walmsley 1964), resulting i n  the generation of 
highly excited states which may subsequer tly decay through short- 
wavelength luminescence (delayed fluorescence) (Siebrancl 1965; Smith 1968; 
Arnold et al. 1970; Sasaki and Hayakawa 1978) These pirocesses often have 
a quadratic dependence on the intensity of irradiation, ilnd thus exhibit 
features characteristic of two-photon absorption However, since the separate 
photon absorption processes and also the subsequent triplet-triplet 
annihilation are uncorrelated and individually satisfy the requirements of 
energy conservation, such phenomena cannot be regarded as truly synergistic 
in any normal sense of the word. 
Where singlet states are concerned, lifetimes are generally too short for 
concentrations to build up to a point where collisional annihilation is 
significant, if conventional irradiation sources are employed. With laser light 
of sufficient intensity, however, such effects are indeed observable and are 
thought to play a part in the dynamics of energy transfer in  photosynthetic 
systems, for example (Van Grondelle 1985). With laser r:xcitation it is also 
possible to observe nonlinear optical effects in which two or more photons 
are absorbed by each atomic or molecular pail. The theoretical prediction 
of such a process was first made by Rios Leite and De Araujo (1980) in a 
paper concerned with cooperative absorptior, by atom pairs in solids. 
However, the first experimental observation riade shortly afterwards by 
White (1981) came from laser excitation studies of gaseous mixtures of barium 
and thallium. Atoms of both species were found to be simultaneously 
promoted to excited states by a concerted prclcess involving the pairwise 
absorption of laser photons, a process which thus acquires the character of 
mean frequency absorption. 
Following theoretical developments (Andrev, s and Harlow 1983, 1984a), 
bimolecular mean-frequency absorption was next discovtmd by researchers 
working on the photodynamics of charge transfer reactions. For example, 
Ku et al. (1983) performed studies on gaseous mixtures of xenon and chlorine 
passed through a laser fluorescence cell. The proposed reaction mechanism 
Xe + Cl, + 2Aw-r (Xe-Cl,** +Xe+--Cl,-} +XeCl+ C1 (1.1) 
was attributed to excitation from the van der VJaals ground state potential 
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to the ion-pair potential via configurational interaction of the Xe and Cl,. 
This discovery clearly delineates the underlying mechanism for the process 
as one in which the synergistic excitation of the two absorbing species results 
from molecular proximity rather than any collisional effect. The reaction 
mechanism (1.1) has been further corroborated by Apkarian and co-workers, 
who have also extended the study to charge transfer reactions in solid and 
liquid xenon (Fajardo and Apkarian 1986,1987,1988; Wiedeman et al. 1987, 
1988). It has additionally been shown to be the predominant reaction route 
in the case of Xe:Cl, van der Waals complexes generated in seeded molecular 
beams (Boivineau et al. 1986a, b). 
Recently, a new type of synergistic photoabsorption process involving 
two-frequency excitation has been the subject of renewed theoretical interest 
(Andrews and Hopkins 1987, 1988a, 1988b). Here the two chemical centers 
which undergo concerted excitation may or may not be chemically similar, 
and can represent either distinct chromophores within a single molecule, 
loosely bound systems such as van der Waals molecules or solute particles 
within a coordination shell of solvent molecules, or else completely separate 
molecules. Where the two centers are chemically identical, the term bicimer 
(Locke and Lim 1987) appropriately describes the result of the excitation. 
Two-beam two-photon absorption in lanthanide (111) compounds has been 
the subject of a recent study by Sztucki and Strek (1988); no experimental 
studies of synergistic two-beam effects have yet been reported at the time of 
writing. 
While the effects of interest are most readily studied by specifically designed 
two-beam laser experiments discussed in detail below, it also transpires that 
the quantum uncertainty mechanism involved may play a significant role in 
other photoabsorption processes where optical nonlinearity is not 
immediately apparent. This is particularly the case in connection with studies 
based on white or broadband light, and the effects may be manifest in the 
appearance of anomalous features in the corresponding absorption spectra, 
especially those obtained using ultrashort laser pulses (Andrews 1988). Here, 
intensity-dependent lineshapes or extinction coefficients and the appearance 
of ostensibly extraneous spectral lines may all be attributable to the effects 
of synergistic photoabsorption. It thus appears that synergism in two-photon 
absorption may have a more general significance than has hitherto been 
recognized. 
11. QUANTUM UNCERTAINTY AND PROBABILITY 
CONSIDERATIONS 
Bimolecular mean-frequency absorption is a nonlinear process which results 
entirely from the effects of molecular proximity, although wavefunction 
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Figure 1. Energy-level diagram for the most generi 1 case of synergistic two-photon 
absorption. The absorption of two photons with different frequencies o1 and w2 eNects transitions 
to states l a )  and ID) in two chemically different molecules A and B, subject only to overall 
energy conservation. 
overlap is in no way directly implicated. The tN.0 chemical centers involved 
in the process may be either distinct chromophxes in a single molecule, or 
completely separate molecules. The two participating centers undergo a 
concerted excitation through the absorption O F  two laser photons, and in 
the most general case the process can be represented by the equation 
A + B + h a ,  + ho,-+A* + B* (2.1) 
which is restricted only by the energy conserva.:ion requirement 
as illustrated in Fig. 1. It is assumed that both molecules A and B are initially 
in their ground states, and that they are promoted during the absorption 
process to excited vibronic states designated by I he asterisks in Eq. (2.1), and 
CI and fl in Eq. (2.2). As will be shown below, this general two-molecule 
two-photon interaction encompasses four particular types of interaction 
which are of special interest. However, the basic I heory can first be developed 
with reference to the totally general case. 
A. Energy-Time Uncertainty and Synergistic Absorption 
To understand the physical mechanism underlying these processes, it is 
helpful to first consider the broad significance of 1 he energy-time Uncertainty 
Principle for photoabsorption processes. It is well-known that for a molecular 
excited state with an average lifetime S t  and an average energy displacement 
S E  from the ground state, there exists the relation (Finkel 1987) 
The application of this result to the interacion involved in a normal 
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photoabsorption process in which individual atoms or molecules absorb 
single photons amounts to a statement that for a time interval at,  the 
mismatch between the energy gain of the absorber and the energy of the 
absorbed photon cannot exceed 6E.  For any normal timescale of observation, 
this condition ensures that only photons whose energy closely matches a 
transition energy of the absorber can in fact be absorbed. 
The implication of Eq. (2.3) for a concerted photoabsorption process 
involving the coupling of two atomic or molecular excitations is less obvious, 
however. In this case, Eq. (2.3) determines the timescale within which the 
excess energy 6 E  absorbed by one center needs to be conveyed to a center 
with a corresponding negative energy mismatch, in order to fulfil the 
requirement for long-term energy conservation at each center. There are in 
fact two distinct mechanisms for a concerted absorption of light based on 
this Uncertainty Principle, as detailed below. 
1 .  Cooperative Absorption Mechanism 
Consider first a molecule A in an initial state 10) undergoing a transition 
to an excited state I u )  through absorption of light with circular frequency 
wl. If w1 is off-resonant with respect to the transition frequency, there is a 
mismatch in energy by an amount 
Application of the uncertainty relation (2.3) shows that it is impossible to 
constrain conservation of energy over a timescale less than 
The transition is therefore allowed provided the local energy mismatch exists 
for a time not exceeding T. 
A suitable mechanism for compensation of the energy mismatch is 
provided through absorption by a second molecule B of a photon with 
frequency o2 given by 
Thus by the cooperative absorption of the photon pair, the total energy 
absorbed is (Eao + EBo), the sum of the two molecular transition energies, 
and overall energy conservation is therefore achieved. 
Clearly there needs to exist a mechanism for conveyance of the mismatch 
energy from one molecule to another (see Fig. 2), so that over longer times 
each molecule can individually satisfy the requirements of energy 
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- 
W Figure 2. A cooperative mechanism for 
A 
synergistic two-photon absorption. Molecule 
A absor1)s a photon of  frequency o1 and 
molecule B a photon of frequency w2,  with 
the mismatch energy propagated from A to 
B by a v rtual photon 6. 
wz 
conservation. Within the framework of quantum electrodynamics (QED), 
virtual photon coupling (Feynman 1961) prmides the mechanism for 
cooperative absorption of this type. The concept of virtual photons originated 
in connection with nuclear physics (Dodge 1985), but the formalism has 
increasingly found application in chemical physiss, for example in the theory 
of intermolecular interactions (Craig and Thirunannachandran 1982; 
Vigoureux 1983; Grossel et al. 1983; Power and Thirunamachandran 1983; 
Andrews and Sherborne 1987; Barron and John:;ton 1987; Van Labeke et al. 
1988) and the calculation of atomic energy shifts (Compagno et al. 1983,1985). 
By introducing the formalism of virtual photon coupling, the timescale 
for cooperative absorption, z, can be interpreted in terms of a range of 
propagation for which the exchanged photon has virtual character. Thus the 
distance R between two molecules that cooperate in the ,absorption process 
must be subject to the condition 
As an example, for a circular frequency mismatch of 2.5 'K 1013 Hz, we have 
the constraint R,,, 2 3 pm. With a smaller riismatch, K can obviously 
become very large compared to molecular dimer sions, and in the limit where 
the mismatch is zero, there is no longer any restriction on the molecular 
separation. This corresponds to the case where two entirely uncorrelated 
absorption processes occur. 
2. Distributive Absorption Mechanism 
A secondary mechanism for the absorption 3f nonresonant frequencies 
involves the concerted absorption of two photoiis by a single molecule, with 
virtual photon conveyance of the excess energy to the second absorber (see 
Fig. 3). As with conventional two-photon absorption, there is no need for 
Figure 3. A distributive mechanism for 
synergistic 1 wo-photon absorption. Molecule 
A absorbs t"o photons of frequencies wI and 
w 2 ,  and thf mismatch energy propagates to 
molecule B by a virtual photon 6. 
0 1  
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the first molecule to possess an energy level corresponding to the energy of 
either one of the absorbed photons, and thus no identifiable intermediate 
state is populated, as would be the case in a two-step process. In this case, 
forthwith termed the distributive mechanism, the two absorbed photons may 
again have differing energies given by hw, = (Eao + 6 E )  and hw, = (ED,  - 6E) ,  
but here the excess energy absorbed by the first molecule now equals the 
transition energy for the second molecule, EsO. The corresponding limit on 
the range of intermolecular distance is then given by 
If the photon energy hw, is anywhere near to the excitation energy Eao, it 
is clear from Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) that where virtual photon coupling is 
involved, the distributive mechanism will only be effective over a much shorter 
range than the cooperative mechanism. For example, if E,,/h = 5 x l O I 4  Hz, 
we have R,,, 2 0.15 pm. 
B. Probability Considerations 
One of the first considerations when comparing the cooperative and 
distributive mechanisms for synergistic photoabsorption is a difference in the 
probability aspect of the two processes. At first sight, the requirement of the 
distributive mechanism for two laser photons to be absorbed in a concerted 
process at a single molecule appears to render the effect significantly less 
probable than the cooperative mechanism, which has the apparently looser 
requirement for two photons to be absorbed by molecules at any two different 
points in the sample. A simple statistical treatment of each process based on 
a Poisson distribution, the most appropriate form of distribution for laser 
light (Louise11 1973), in fact shows that for any given pair of molecules the 
conditions for the distributive process are met half as often as those of the 
cooperative process. If the mean number of photons per molecular volume 
is denoted by m, the probability of finding n photons is given by 
P, = (rn"/u!)e-"? hence for cooperative absorption we have P: = m2e-2m,  and 
for distributive absorption P ,  = m2eC2'"/2 (Andrews 1985). 
However in most samples of chemical interest there is normally more than 
one pair of molecules to consider. With N molecules, there are clearly 
+ N ( N  - 1 )  pairs which can participate in a cooperative absorption process, 
but N(N - 1) to participate in a distributive process. Hence, overall the 
photon statistics do not provide a basis for differentiating the significance 
of the two mechanisms. However, as shown below, the selection rules for 
the two processes differ markedly, and often result in a single mechanism 
being exclusively operative. 
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111. SELECTION RULES 
As seen above, synergistic two-photon absorptio 1 can in principle take place 
by either or both of the mechanisms, where (i) each laser photon is absorbed 
by a different molecule (the cooperative mechanism), or (ii) both laser photons 
are absorbed by a single molecule (the distributil e mechanism). In each case, 
the energy mismatch for the molecular transitior s is transferred between the 
molecules by means of a virtual photon that couples with each molecule by 
the same electric-dipole coupling as the laser photons. The result, however, 
is a significant difference in the selection rules applying tlo the two types of 
processes. 
In the cooperative case, the two molecular transitions are separately 
allowed under well-known two-photon selection rules, since each molecule 
absorbs one laser photon and either emits or axorbs  a virtual photon. In 
the same way, the distributive case provides for excitation through three-and 
one-photon allowed transitions, and may thus lead to excitation of states 
that are formally two-photon forbidden. (In general, it is sufficient to stipulate 
that both transitions involved in the distributive mechanism are one-photon 
allowed since, with the rare exception of icosahe jrally symmetric molecules, 
all transitions which are one-photon allowed are of necessity also 
three-photon allowed (Andrews and Wilkes 1985).) 
Since, on the whole, these processes are of most interest for molecules of 
fairly high symmetry, it can safely be assumed that iin most cases one 
mechanism alone is involved in the excitation to a particular pair of excited 
states CI and p. Certainly this is rigorously true for centrosymmetric species, 
where, under the cooperative mechanism, both transitions must preserve 
parity (g-g, u o u ) ,  but under the distributive mechanism parity reversal 
(u-g) results at each center. Only in the case of solutions where 
solute-solvent interactions can reduce excited- state symmetry is this rule 
weakened (Mohler and Wirth 1988). The assumption that only one 
mechanism can be operative for any given bimolecular mean-frequency 
transition gives the advantage of considerably simplifying the form of the 
rate equations. 
One other feature is worth noting at this poiit, and it concerns the case 
where the synergistic pair has a fixed mutual crientatioii, even if the pair 
itself rotates freely. While the local symmetry of cach of the absorbers A and 
B determines the selection rules for the transitions they undergo, the symmetry 
of their relative juxtaposition also plays a role in determining the polarization 
characteristics of their synergistic photoabsoi’ption. This is principally 
manifest in the occurrence of two-photon circulai dichroisin where the A-B 
pair has definite handedness, as will be demonst rated in Section IX. Thus it 
transpires that not only the local symmetry, but also the global symmetry 
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of the rotating pair is significant in determining the response to particular 
polarizations of light. 
IV. CLASSIFICATION OF SYNERGISTIC 
TWO-PHOTON PROCESSES 
As mentioned above, there are four specific cases of bimolecular mean 
frequency absorption that are of special interest. These are distinguished by 
the type of mechanism (cooperative or distributive) involved and whether 
the photons absorbed have the same or different frequencies. The latter 
condition is in most cases determined by whether a single laser beam or two 
laser beams are employed for the excitation. We consider first the single-beam 
cases. 
A. Single-Frequency Excitation 
In single-beam bimolecular photoabsorption, the two absorbed photons have 
the same frequency, and it is the synergistic interaction between two 
non-identical centers that is of interest. This interaction provides the 
mechanism for energy exchange such that an overall process 
A + B + 2ho+A* + B* (4.1) 
can take place even when the individual transitions A +A*  and B + B* are 
forbidden on energy grounds, as illustrated in Fig. 4. From a phenomeno- 
logical viewpoint, the process evidently has the characteristics of mean- 
frequency photoabsorption. For this effect to be experimentally observable, 
o must be chosen to lie in a region where neither A nor B displays absorption, 
and we thus have 
Figure 4. Energy-level diagram for single-beam synergistic absorption. The pairwise 
absorption of photons with frequency o effects transitions to states la) and IP) in two different 
molecules. 
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So, for two chemically distinct molecules or chromophores A and B, with 
well-characterized vibronic excited states a and p, a proximity-induced 
two-photon absorption process can be induced by tuning the exciting laser 
to a frequency equivalent to a mean of molecular excitalion frequencies for 
the two molecules. 
The two mechanisms for single-beam two-photon absorption are most 
clearly visualized with the aid of the calculationa I aids known as time-ordered 
diagrams. Figure 5(a) shows a typical time-ordercd diagram for a single-beam 
cooperative two-photon absorption process. Diagraims such as this, 
originated by Feynman (Feynman 1949; Ward 1965; 'Wallace 1966), are 
utilized in QED along with the pertinent equations in order to derive the 
necessary quantum mechanical probability amplitudes. They can be regarded 
as a form of space-time diagram with time progrcssing vertically. The straight 
lines represent molecules (or atoms) and the wavy lines pihotons. It is worth 
emphasizing that such diagrams are purely il1u:itrative devices, representing 
the ultimately indeterminable sequences of phot 3n creation and annihilation 
events involved in a particular process. Thu: no importance should be 
attached to the precise displacements on either the vertical or horizontal 
axis: it is the ordering of radiation-molecule interactions which each diagram 
represents that is of importance. 
The sequence of events depicted by Fig. 5(a), for exa>mple, is as follows: 
center A first absorbs a real photon of wave vector k and polarization e, 
and thereby undergoes a virtual transition to E n intermediate excited state 
I r ); a virtual photon of wave vector x ,  polarization E, and frequency 6 = c I x I 
0 
A B 14 B 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. Typical time-ordered diagrams for single-beam two-photon absorption: (a) shows 
one of the diagrams associated with the cooperative mechanism, and (b) one of the diagrams 
for the distributive mechanism. 
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is then created as A adopts its final state la) ;  the virtual photon propagates 
from center A to center B where it is annihilated, resulting in the promotion 
of B to an excited state Is); finally B absorbs a second real (laser) photon, 
and thereby attains its final state Ip) .  In total, there are 24 such time-ordered 
diagrams associated with this process, each corresponding to a topologically 
different sequence of photon events. 
Fig. 5(b) is an illustration of a typical time-ordered diagram for the 
distributive mechanism. It clearly illustrates the distinguishing feature of this 
mechanism, in that both laser photons are absorbed by one center; one 
immediate consequence of this is the above-mentioned difference in the 
selection rules. Once again, there are 24 such diagrams to be taken into 
account in the rate calculations. Although development of the theory follows 
along similar lines for both the cooperative and distributive cases, the 
dissymmetry of the distributive mode leads to a more complicated rate 
equation, and when the rate for van der Waals molecules is considered, a 
new type of rotational average is required. One result of this is, as shown 
below, the manifestation of two-photon circular dichroism. 
B. Two-Frequency Excitation 
In other cases of interest, the two centers have identical chemical composition 
and are excited by the absorption of two different photons, as, for example, 
from two different laser beams with frequencies o1 and 0,. This process can 
be represented by the equation 
A + A + ho, + hw, -+A* + A* (4.4) 
for which the energetics are shown in Fig. 6. Again, for the synergistic process 
to be observable, the frequencies o1 and o2 must be chosen in a region 
where single-photon absorption cannot lead to the excitation of either center. 
Figure 6. Energy-level diagram for two-beam synergistic absorption. The concerted 
absorption of one photon from each beam (frequencies 0, and 02) effects transitions to state 
lol) in two chemically identical molecules. 
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Thus we have 
The former relation, Eq. (4.9, indicates the fact that this cooperative process 
again has the characteristics of mean-frequency absorption: here, however, 
it is the molecular excitation frequency which cquals the mean of the two 
photon frequencies. 
From an experimental point of view, the doIble-beam process allows a 
greater flexibility, in that some choice can be exercized in the individual 
frequencies of the two laser beams, subject to the satisfaction of Eq. (4.5). It 
is therefore normally possible to avoid tuning either laser to a frequency that 
might swamp the bimolecular process with convent iad single-photon 
absorption. The utilization of resonances with intermediate energy levels (see 
Section X) is also facilitated by the ability to tune one of the lasers while 
keeping the mean value of the two laser frequencies fixedl. 
The absorption of two different photons also significantly increases the 
number of polarization variables arising in the rate equ,ations. The ability 
of the experimentalist to independently vary the polarization and 
experimental configuration of the two laser b e a m  allows a choice of values 
for these polarization parameters which significantly increases the amount 
of information that can be derived from the spe:tra. In contrast to the case 
of single-beam excitation, this also affords the opportunity to observe the 
induction of circular dichroism in a system of azhiral molecules. 
r Y 
* I  A1 A ,  A1 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7. Typical time-ordered diagrams for two-beam two-photon absorption: (a) shows 
one of the diagrams associated with the cooperative mechanism, and (ib) one of the diagrams 
for the distributive mechanism. 
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A typical time-ordered diagram for the cooperative two-beam process is 
illustrated in Fig. 7(a). Although it bears a close resemblance to Fig. 5(a), the 
appearance of two laser photons with differing frequencies (0, and w 2 )  
produces a total of 48 time-ordered diagrams, as opposed to the 24 that 
occur in the single-beam case. Another 48 diagrams are required for 
representation of the corresponding distributive case, as typified by Fig. 7(b), 
where the virtual photon carries the entire excitation energy from one 
molecule to the other. The comments made in the preceding section regarding 
the single- and double-beam cooperative mechanisms again apply here, and 
once more the corresponding difference in the selection rules associated with 
the distributive mechanism ensues. 
In passing, we note that parametric four-wave mixing processes could in 
principle contribute to the effects described above. Thus, in the single-beam 
case, the CARS process o + w -, w1 + 0, at a single center could also result 
in the synergistic excitation of two chemically different centers. Equally in 
the double-beam case, the four-wave interaction w1 + 0, -, w + w followed 
by absorption of the frequency w, could contribute to the excitation of a 
pair of neighboring molecules of the same species. However, both of these 
four-wave interactions will be relatively ineffectual unless (one of) the 
emission frequencies is stimulated by an additional source; moreover, the 
processes described here are not associated with the wave-vector matching 
characteristics of CARS and related phenomena. 
V. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS 
The theory of synergistic effects in two-photon absorption is based upon the 
standard methods of molecular quantum electrodynamics (QED). The 
fundamental development of these methods is delineated in the book by 
Craig and Thirunamachandran (1984), which has established the rigorous 
use of SI units in molecular QED. The same conventions are adopted in this 
review, representing a departure from two early papers (Andrews and Harlow 
1983, 1984a) in which equations were cast in Gaussian units. 
To develop the basic formalism, we initially consider the most general 
case as represented by Eq. (2.1), i.e., the process in which two molecules 
labelled A and B are excited to final states I u )  and Ip), respectively, through 
the absorption of two different laser photons. It is assumed that these are 
derived from two separate beams simultaneously traversing the sample. The 
first beam is characterized by wave vector k, , polarization el and frequency 
w ,  ( = cI k,  I), while beam 2 is similarly characterized by k,, e,  and w 2 ,  and 
the absorption process satisfies the energy conservation relation 
h a ,  + hw, = E,, + Eoo. (5.1) 
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The specific cases where: (i) A and B are identical molecules, or (ii) the two 
absorbed photons are identical are considered i n  detail subsequently. 
A. Hamiltonian Representation 
We begin by writing down the quantum electradynamical Hamiltonian for 
the system comprising the radiation and the two molecules A and B. We 
adopt the Hamiltonian given by the Power-Zienau-Wooll.ey transformation, 
which may be expressed as follows (Power and Zimau 1959; Woolley 1971) 
Here Hrad is the radiation field Hamiltonian given by 
Hrad = (~,,/2) (Eg2dL2(r) + c2 b2(r)}d3r (5.3) s 
where d' and b are the transverse electric field and magnetic field operators, 
respectively; Ifrnol([) is the nonrelativistic Schrodinger operator for the 
molecule [; and Hint([) is the Hamiltonian representing the molecular 
interaction with the radiation. 
It is important to note that there is no intermldecular Coulomb potential 
in Eq. (5.2); in the Power-Zienau-Woolley formalism all intermolecular 
interactions are mediated by a coupling to the radiation field. It is for this 
reason that any process involving the transfer 0' energy from one molecule 
to another must be calculated on the basis of an cxchange of virtual photons 
between the two molecules. The quantum electrodynamiical method auto- 
matically incorporates the same kind of retardation effects as those which, 
for example, modify the R - 6  dependence of the exchange interaction to R - 7  
at large distances (Casimir and Polder 1948). S milar variations in inverse 
power with distance have recently been noted ir connection with electron- 
atom scattering (Au 1988). 
The explicit form of the interaction Hamiltonian Hint([) consists of a series 
of multipolar terms, but for most purposes the electric-dipole (El) approxi- 
mation is sufficient. Although the results are calcullated within this 
approximation for each molecular center [, detailed analysis of the coupling 
provides results equivalent to the inclusion of higher-order multipole terms 
for the pair. The same assumption underlies the welll-k nown coupled- 
chromophore model of optical rotation (Kuhn 1930 Boys 1934; Kirkwood 
1937). The Hamiltonian for the system may thus be written as 
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where p(() is the electric-dipole moment operator for molecule ( located at 
position R,. The transverse electric displacement operator for the radiation 
field, d’, can be written as a summation over radiation modes: 
d’(r) = i 1 (hcke,/21/}”2(e‘a~(k)a‘a~(k)eik’’ -~‘a~(k)a’‘a~(k)e-ik‘”) (5.5) 
k J  
Here e‘”‘(k) is the unit polarization vector for the mode characterized by 
propagation vector k and polarization I ,  with a frequency given by o = cI kl; 
a+‘”(k) and a‘”‘(k) are, respectively, the corresponding creation and 
annihilation operators, and V is the quantization volume. 
B. Time-Dependent Perturbation Theory 
The basis for the rate calculations is time-dependent perturbation theory. 
This is utilized to calculate an absorption rate r from the Fermi Golden 
Rule (Schiff 1968): 
r = (2n/h)IMfi12Pf (5.6) 
where the transition matrix element (probability amplitude) is given by 
All states appearing in this expression are states of the system that comprises 
the radiation and the two molecules A and B. The symbols r,  s, and t denote 
intermediate states, while i and f represent the initial and final states. The 
summations are performed over all intermediate states of the system, i.e., all 
states excluding the initial and final states. These are represented by 
li) = IO;O;n,;n,;O) (5.8) 
where the sequence in the ket denotes: Ithe state of A; the state of B; the 
number of photons in beam 1; the number of photons in beam 2; the number 
of virtual photons). 
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From Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) it follows that tach applearance of Hint is 
associated with the creation or annihilation of a photon. It is thus readily 
apparent that the first non-zero contribution from Eq. (5.7) is the fourth-order 
term, corresponding to four separate photon creation and annihilation 
events; these comprise the two annihilations of real photons from the incident 
light, and the creation and annihilation of the virtual photon which couples 
the two molecules. 
The complete set of interaction sequences incorporated in the fourth-order 
term for M,, are accounted for by 96 time-ordered diagrams, in the general 
case, 48 of which are associated with the cooperative mechanism and 48 with 
the distributive mechanism: examples of each type are shlown in Fig. 8. The 
matrix element contribution for the cooperative mechaniism corresponding 
to Fig. 8(a), for example, when evaluated using Eq. (5.7) gives the following 
result; 
M ~ ) = ~ x x x ( a ; / ? ; n ,  - l ; n 2 -  l;OJHinl~cr;s;nl- 1;n2;O) 
r s x &  
x ( a ; s ; n ,  - l;n,;OIHintla;O;n, - l ; n 2 ;  1) 
x (a ;O;n ,  - 1;n2; l~Hi"Jr;Qn1 - 1;n2;O) 
x ( r ; O ; n ,  - 1; n2;O~Hin1~O;O; n,;n 2 ; O )  
x + E,, + ho,)(E,, + ho, - Itcx)(E,, $- ho1)}-', (5.10) 
It is important to re-emphasize that no single time-ordered diagram 
represents a physically distinguishable process: the diagrams are ultimately 
only calculational aids based on the approximations of perturbation theory. 
A B A, B 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8. Typical time-ordered diagrams for the most general case of' synergistic absorption 
with two-beam excitation of a chemically dissimilar pair of molecules: (a) relates to the 
cooperative mechanism and (b) the distributive mechanism. 
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In fact, the photon creation and annihilation events at each molecule appear 
simultaneous, as far as real experimental measurements with finite time 
resolution are concerned. However, the time-energy uncertainty relation 
does permit short-lived states that are not properly energy-conserving. This 
helps explain why it is necessary to include diagrams corresponding to time 
sequences in which a virtual photon is created before either real photon 
arrives. It nonetheless transpires that such apparently unphysical cases 
produce the smallest contributions to the matrix element. 
Working in a similar way, it is found that there are 24 contributions 
arising from diagrams of the distributive type represented in Fig. 8(b), where 
both real photons are absorbed at center A, and a virtual photon conveys 
the energy mismatch to B; the final 24 distributive contributions arises from 
the mirror-image case where both real photons are absorbed at B and the 
virtual photon propagates to A. The addition of all 96 matrix element 
contributions then produces the complete fourth-order result for Mr'. 
Once the summation over virtual photon wave-vectors and polarizations 
in Eq. (5.10) is performed, the result can be cast in terms of a retarded 
resonance electric dipole-electric dipole interaction tensor vk,(o, R) (Power 
and Thirunamachandran 1983; Andrews and Sherborne 1987), using the 
identity 
= vkl(w, R) (5.1 1 )  1 - in, R (&) x.kcl[ - 0 X , E  (ho - hcx) (ho + hcx) 
where R denotes the vector displacement R(B) - R(A), and I / k f ( o ,  R) is given 
Vkr(o, R) = ( 1 / 4 7 ~ & ~ R ~ ) [  { (dkl - 3RtRl)(eiWR/' - (ioR/c)eimR") 
by; 
- ( d k f  - RkR~) (~R/c ) ' e iWR' ' } ]  (5.12) 
which has the property Vk,(o,R) = vk,(-oo,R). The leading term of Eq. 
(5.12) in square brackets, with R - 3  dependence, designates a static interaction, 
the following term with R-' dependence an inductive interaction, and the 
last term a radiative interaction. The effect of incorporating higher-order 
multipolar contributions to the interaction tensor has recently been discussed 
by Thirunamachandran (1988), and Vigoureux et al. (1987) have shown how 
to adapt the formalism to include coupling with surface modes in the case 
of adsorbate molecules. 
C. Tensor Formulation 
The matrix element for the absorption process may now be expressed in 
terms of molecular tensors Sao, SBo, xu', xBo, as follows, using the convention 
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where 
K = - ( h c / 2 V ~ , ) ( n ~ n , k ~  k2)'/' (5.14) 
(A slightly different formula applies when the frequencies o1 and o2 become 
equal, as will be seen in the next section.) The parametlers w,, and wBo in 
Eq. (5.13) are defined by hw,, = E,, and hwso = E,,, and effectively represent 
the conservation energy transferred between the two centers by the virtual 
photon. 
The first two terms in Eq. (5.13) arise from the cooperative mechanism, 
while the distributive mechanism gives rise to the third and fourth terms. 
Deriving the general rate for a proximity-indu ced two-photon absorption 
process from the square modulus of the result is an ellaborate procedure 
producing sixteen terms, including cross-terms associated with quantum 
mechanical interference between the cooperat: ve and distributive mecha- 
nisms. However, in view of the selection rules discussed earlier, it is not 
generally necessary to perform this calculation since each of the four specific 
mechanisms for two-photon absorption under consideration can, at most, 
have only two terms of Eq. (5.13) contributing to the matrix element. 
At this stage, it is appropriate to describe the detaiiled structure and 
properties of the molecular tensors appearing in Eq. (5.13). The explicit form 
of the second-rank molecular response tensor ,C;c(w) is 
(5.15) 
It is readily shown that this is identically equal to the electronic Raman 
scattering tensor for the Raman transition I f )  +lo). Note that the first term 
in Eq. (5.15) dominates if there exists a state r )  such that E,, z hw; the 
second term dominates if there is a state such that Er,  x lio. Such cases lead 
to resonance enhancement and will be discussed in a more detailed manner 
later. The molecular tensors St:(w,), S;;(w,), t:tc., are to be understood as 
generalizations of the above equation. 
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The third-rank molecular tensor ~2 is defined as 
This molecular response tensor is a more general form of three apparently 
different tensors which have featured in previous work on multiphoton 
processes; one is the ~2 tensor arising in the single-frequency distributive 
two-photon absorption (Andrews and Harlow 1984a), and another is the Tijk 
tensor which appears in the theory of three-photon absorption (Andrews 
and Wilkes 1985). It is also exactly identical to the two-frequency hyper- 
Raman transition tensor fl$’ (Andrews 1984). 
In subsequent development of the synergistic rate equations, the 
parametric dependence on frequency of SF and 1% is left implicit so as to 
avoid unnecessary congestion, and o1 = w2 = w for single-beam cases. It is 
not generally necessary to label tensors A or B to denote at which center 
they are to be evaluated, since the superscript cx or B designates whether each 
tensor represents interactions at center A or B. In the double-beam case it 
proves necessary for calculational purposes to distinguish tensors associated 
with the two (chemically identical) centers by labeling them A, and A,. 
VI. RATE EQUATIONS FOR RIGIDLY ORIENTED SYSTEMS 
The rate of a general, proximity-induced, two-photon absorption process 
can be calculated by combining the Fermi Golden rule, Eq. (5.6), with 
Eq. (5.13). For each of the four specific cases to be studied, the selection rules 
normally dictate that only two of the four terms in Eq. (5.13) arise for any 
given mechanism, thus reducing the number of terms in the rate equation 
to just four. A brief derivation of the rate of absorption for each case is 
presented below. 
A. Single-Frequency Cooperative Two-Photon Absorption 
The single-beam cooperative mechanism applies where a single laser beam 
is utilized to excite the sample, and where transitions in both species A and 
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B are forbidden as single-photon processes, but allowed under two-photon 
selection rules. This mechanism is represented by the time-ordered diagram 
of Fig. 5(a), and is governed by the energy conservation relations of Eqs (4.2) 
and (4.3). 
The relevant transition matrix element can 3e obtained by examination 
of Eq. (5.13). Setting w1 = w2 = w, and dropping forbidden contributions 
from the third and fourth terms, the matrix element becomes: 
M f i  = K ’ e i e j S $ ( w ) S ~ ~ ( o ) V k / k l ( [ ~ p O  - 01, R)exp(ik,[R, + R,]) (6.1) 
where K’  is given by 
K‘ = - ( h ~ k / 2 V ~ , ) n ’ ~ ~ ( n  -- 1)’” (6.2) 
This constant is essentially the limit of K as giiren by Ecl. (5.14), in the case 
where the two absorbed photons become identical; however, the factor 
(n1n2)1/2 is replaced by n’i2(n - 1)”’ since the photon annihilation operator 
acts twice on the same radiation mode. As will be seen below, this difference 
is ultimately reflected in a dependence on the coherence properties of the 
laser source, which is uniquely associated with single-beam processes. It is 
also worth observing that although the first two terms of Eq. (5.13) become 
identical if the two absorbed photons are derived from the same beam, 
inclusion of a factor of 2 in Eq. (6.1) would amount to double-counting the 
time-ordered diagrams, and is therefore not appropriate. 
The rate for the process may now be calculated from the Fermi rule, and 
is given by; 
This S.I. result corresponds to the expression originally derived in Gaussian 
units by Andrews and Harlow (1983). As it stands, all molecular and radiative 
parameters in the above expression are referred to a single Cartesian frame 
of reference, making the result directly applicable only to rigidly oriented 
molecules or solids. For application to fluid sa nples, fuirther processing of 
the result to account for molecular orientation i:; necessary before this result 
and others below can be applied; the procedLre is discussed in detail in 
Section VII. 
To complete the calculation, certain photon statistical features of the result 
must be examined and recast in terms of esperimentally determinable 
parameters. The problem lies in the constant K‘ which, defined through 
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Eq. (6.2) in terms of photon number n and quantization volume V, is not 
directly amenable to experimental application. Moreover, since the 
quantization volume is merely a theoretical artefact, it must invariably cancel 
out in any final rate equation. However the ratio of photon number and 
quantization volume is directly related to the mean irradiance I ;  the 
relationship is as follows; 
I = nhc’kl V (6.4) 
A secondary problem lies in the fact that the number states employed in 
Section V, which formally represent radiation for which there is a precise 
nonfluctuating value for the number of photons, provide only a poor 
representation of coherent laser light. More physical results can be obtained 
by considering the photon number to be subject to fluctuations which satisfy 
particular types of statistical distribution. By suitably weighting rate 
equations calculated on the basis of number states, various kinds of radiation 
can then be modeled. The result is a replacement of the factor n(n - 1) by 
gyj i i ’ ,  where ii is the mean photon number and gyj is the degree of 
second-order. coherence of the beam (Loudon 1983). This quantity depends 
on the detailed statistical properties of the light source, provided the two 
absorptions which it correlates occur within the coherence length of the 
radiation. For coherent light gi2j takes the value of unity; for thermal light 
it equals 2, and other values typify different kinds of photon distribution. 
Taking these factors into account, it transpires that K” is more properly 
expressed in terms of the mean irradiance r a n d  the degree of second-order 
coherence by the quite general result: 
B. Single-Frequency Distributive Two-Photon Absorption 
In this mechanism, two-photon transitions are forbidden and the excitation 
of the participating molecules occurs through one- and three-photon allowed 
transitions. Both the real (laser) photons are absorbed by one molecule, 
excitation of its partner resulting from the virtual photon coupling. Because 
of the difference in selection rules from the previous case, the first two terms 
of Eq. (5.13) are now zero, and contributions arise only from the third and 
fourth terms. It must also be noted that setting the two absorbed photon 
frequencies to be equal in Eq. (5.16) to produce x;&(w, w )  introduces index 
symmetry into the tensor, as indicated by the brackets embracing the first 
two indices. A factor of must then be introduced into the definition of this 
tensor in order to avoid over-counting contributions. The transition matrix 
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element for this mechanism is then as follows: 
Taking the square modulus of this result to eialuate thle overall rate from 
Eq. (5.6) again introduces a factor of K", which can Ibe evaluated from 
Eq. (6.5) subject to replacement of g\? by g'f]', (which is independent of 
coherence length), the subscripts in the latter cas,: denotiqg the fact that both 
laser photons are absorbed by the same molecule. The final result for the 
rate is then given by; 
The tensor indices in Eq. (6.7) are now referred to a molecular frame of 
reference arbitrarily centered on molecule A, thereby redlucing the value of 
R, to zero. The result is again equivalent to ii result given previously in 
Gaussian units (Andrews and Harlow 1984a), although it is important to 
note that only the real part of the retarded resonance electric dipole-electric 
dipole interaction tensor, Vkl, was employed in the olriginal derivation. 
Subsequent studies have shown that it is in fa:t necessary to employ this 
interaction tensor in its complete, complex form: rather thian simply utilizing 
the real part (Power and Thirunamachandran 1983). The persistence of phase 
factors in the rate equation should be noted, and the physical significance 
of this will become evident in a later section. 
C. Two-Frequency Cooperative Two- Photon Absorption 
The transition matrix element for double-beam cooperative two-photon 
absorption can be obtained by setting A = B and LY = 8' in Eq. (5.13), and 
discarding the forbidden contributions associated with the third and fourth 
terms. The vectors R, and R, now become R,, itnd R,,, leading to a matrix 
element given by; 
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Incorporating this into the Fermi Golden Rule yields a rate given by 
and it is evident that there is no explicit dependence on the coherence 
properties of the sources. This is based on the assumption that there is no 
coherence correlation between the two radiation modes absorbed by the 
sample, which will normally be the case where two laser beams are used for 
the excitation: this is another feature that distinguishes the process from the 
single-beam case. 
D. Two-Frequency Distributive Two-Photon Absorption 
Finally, the transition matrix element for double-beam distributive two- 
photon absorption can be obtained from the third and fourth terms in 
Eq. (5.13), leading to a matrix element 
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given above represent the pre-averaged results. That is, they are directly 
applicable to systems where the two centers participating in the absorption 
process are rigidly held in fixed orientation wit I respect to the laser beam(s) 
and with respect to one another. These result:; are also a suitable starting 
point for the derivation of rate expressions applicable to fluid systems, where 
each center is free to rotate with respect to the beam@) and also with respect 
to each other. This requires a series of rotationa, averaging procedures which 
are described in detail in the next section. 
VII. RATE EQUATIONS FOR FLUID MEDIA 
In fluid phase studies of mean-frequency absorption, it is necessary to take 
account of the effect of molecular tumbling on the rate of photoabsorption. 
Assuming that rotational structure is not resolvable, as will be the case in 
liquids, the necessary rotational averaging can be performed using a classical 
procedure based on the ergodic theorem. We first consider the case in which 
the relative orientation of the two centers A and B is fixed, but the A-B 
system is free to move in the laser beam or beams. The initial result thereby 
obtained is then applicable to van der Waals rnolecules. and to polyatomic 
compounds in which A and B represent independent ichromophores. The 
results may also be extended to solutions in an obvious way, thus describing 
coordination shell interactions between solute and solvent molecules through 
the addition of contributions relating to each 4-B pair. To derive results 
that- aie appropriate for any such systems, it is neceissary to perform a 
rotational average of the rate equations given in Section VI. 
This principal rotational average is accom~dished by first defining two 
Cartesian reference frames: one is a laboratorjf-fixed frame, (denoted by p ) ,  
in which the laser polarization and propagation vectors are fixed, and the 
second frame (denoted by a), in which the mokcular tensors and the vector 
R are fixed, is located on the A-B system. For convenience, the a frame is 
defined as having its origin at center A. The specific type of rotational average 
required depends on the exact nature of the pre-averaged result. For terms 
which do not carry an exponential phase factor, straightforward tensor 
averaging methods are employed (Andrews and Thirunamachandran 1977). 
However, where a phase factor persists in the result, a phased tensor averaging 
procedure is required (Andrews and Harlow 1984b). This reflects the fact 
that the phase of the laser light will generally be different at the two absorbing 
centers. 
A. Single-Frequency Cooperative Two-Photon Absorption 
The simplest case is that of single-beam cooper&ve two-photon absorption, 
which is the only process where no phased ave -ages arise. The pre-averaged 
rate, which is suitable for two centers that are rigidly held in a fixed orientation 
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with respect to the laser beam and with respect to each other, has been given 
earlier as Eq. (6.3). Setting this equation in the two reference frames a and 
p defined above leads to 
r l c  = ( ~ Z P J / ~ ) K ' '  {epiepjepmep,lpiailpjajlpmamlpnan 
x s~~kc~)sf3,",,(o)~~a,cw,~~~a,cw) 
x Vaka,( Cofio - 01, R) va,a,C Cwfio - wI, R) } (7.1) 
where the first letter of each pair of indices denotes the frame in which the 
following index is set, and lpeaa is the direction cosine between the pa and a, 
directions. Now, since all the vectors and tensors are referred to Cartesian 
frames in which they are invariant with respect to molecular rotation, the 
rotational averaging may be effected by averaging over the direction 
cosines alone. The required result for this calculation is (Andrews and 
Thirunamachandran 1977) 
where the brackets around TIC signify the averaged result, and where 
r ]  = (e-e)(i?-i?) (7.4) 
The parameter r ]  takes the limiting values r ]  = 0 for circularly polarized light 
and r ]  = 1 for plane polarized light. In Eq. (7.3) and subsequently, the first 
of each pair of tensor indices, i.e., the one which indicates in which frame 
the particular tensor is rotationally invariant, has been dropped since all the 
indices are now related to the same system frame. 
Equation (7.3) is the simplest of the results for synergistic photoabsorption 
presented in this review. The corresponding results for the three remaining 
mechanisms are appreciably more complex, and are more conveniently 
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written using a shorthand notation. For consistency, it is therefore 
appropriate to re-express Eq. (7.3) in terms of .:his generalized notation as 
follows; 
(7.5) 
where the g$o, are numerical coefficients derived from the theory of tensor 
averaging (Andrews and Ghoul 1982), and A’, T, are the specific polarization 
and molecular tensor parameters for this particular meclhanism. In general 
these are defined by: 
where U!?;j;p)(&) lJkl and Wc/i4)(R) are irreducible 1 ensor projections (Andrews 
and Harlow 1984b) and the explicit results for A’ and ?; are presented in 
Tables I and 11. 
The result, Eq. ( 7 3 ,  is directly applicable I o the case of single-beam 
cooperative two-photon absorption where the mutual orientation of A and 
B is fixed, but the A-B system may rotate with respect to the laser beam 
(the rotating pair case). We now consider the situation in which the two 
molecules involved in the interaction are free to take up a n y  separation and 
mutual orientation; this may be termed the free molecules; case. Two further 
averages are now required to derive a suitable rate expression. The first step 
involves specifying a molecule-fixed Cartesian reirerence frame b in which the 
molecular tensors of center B are rotationally in\ ariant, arid then performing 
a rotational average with respect to the a frame. This step accounts for the 
rotation of center B relative to center A. The second step is carried out by 
specifying an r frame in which the R vectors are rotationally invariant, and 
subsequently averaging over the orientation of this frame with respect to the 
a frame; this step accounts for the random orientation of the vector AB 
relative to center A. 
It is worth noting that this full triple-averaging procedure is required to 
account for any fluid sample composed of randomly orientated free molecules; 
the overall procedure, due to Schipper (1981), is summarized in Table 111. 
Although each of the three stages of the averaging procedure is essential, the 
order in which they are conducted in a particular case is not important. 
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TABLE I 
Explicit Form of the Polarization Parameters A'(jip'(i) 
A'":P' j P 
0 1 (e-e)(e.e) 
0 2 1 

























3 1 ( - + ) ( e x e ) - i  
3 2 (-:)(exi+)*i 
3 3 0 
4 1 (&)[(e-e)(e-e) + 23 
TABLE I1 
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TABLE I11 
Rotational Averaging Scheme" 
Vector and tensor quantities e (S"o,X"O,pQO) (S80,Xf10,pfi0) V Result 
Pre-averaging P P P P 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 r 1 
1 1 1 1 
Rotational averaging a - p  p a a a Rotating pair 
Rotational averaging b-a p a b a 
Rotational averaging r -a  p a b r Free molecules 
"The Cartesian reference frames p, a, b, and r are defined as follows: p denotes a 
laboratory-fixed frame in which the laser polarization vectors are fixed; a signifies a frame of 
reference that has been chosen to have its origin at center A; similarly b has its origin at center 
B; r represents a frame in which the R vectors are rotationally invariant. 
Ultimately, equivalent rate expressions result regardless of the order in which 
the averages are calculated. For instance, it is possible to conduct an 
alternative series of rotational averages in which first A and B are averaged 
with respect to R, and then R is averaged with respect to the laboratory 
frame. In performing the lengthy calculations associated with this work, it 
is useful to have the option to use whichever route proves to be shorter, and 
least mathematically complex, for the particular case under study. Applying 
such procedures to Eq. (7.5) gives the rate of single-beam cooperative 
two-photon absorption for a completely fluid sample with no molecular 
orientational correlation. The result is an equation that can be written in 
exactly the same form as Eq. (7.9,  but where each TYi4' is replaced by its 
fully averaged counterpart (( Tc(j;  4))). It is worth noting that this procedure 
has no effect on the polarization dependence, which is entirely determined 
by the parameters A'. 
While a similar method of calculation is required for each of the processes 
under consideration, important differences arise in all other cases because 
an exponential phase factor persists in the pre-averaged results. This leads 
to the necessity of employing phased rotational averaging. Such averaging 
procedures are described elsewhere, and for a detailed discussion of the 
subject the reader is referred to Andrews and Harlow (1984b). Results are 
given below for both rotating pairs and free molecules undergoing 
bimolecular mean-frequency absorption by each of the three remaining 
mechanisms. 
B. Single-Frequency Distributive Two-Photon Absorption 
To obtain a result applicable to a rotating pair requires the performance of 
a rotational average on Eq. (6.7). Whereas the first two terms of this equation 
require a straightforward fourth rank average, terms three and four require 
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a phased fourth rank average. The result for the pair rate may be expressed 
as follows; 
where s is the wave-vector sum for the two absorbed photons (=2k), and 
T!/'q)(a, B,a', B';A1,A2,A,,A4;wa0,wbo) 
= XfO,,(A,)~~(A,)X"ybO,(A3)~~"(A~)~*/np(waO, R) vo,(wio* ~ ) w ~ ~ ~ ~ q ) ( R )  
(7.9) 
where the j ,  denote spherical Bessel functions of order n, and the general 
form of the molecular parameters Td is given in Table IV. As is evident on 
inspection of the polarization parameters A'(j;!')(1) in Table 1, remembering 
that 1 = k, the involvement of terms with j # 0 in the rate equation leads to 
a dependence on the two variables q = (e-e)(@-@), and [ = (e x @).%, the 
relationship between which is discussed in Section IX. Once again, the 
corresponding rate equation for the case of a Ferfect fluid consisting of free 
molecules is obtained by carrying out two further averages on each molecular 
term in the above expression. 
C. Two-Frequency Cooperative Twa-Photon Absorption 
For two-frequency excitation, the averaged resi It for a rotating pair is given 
by 
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TABLE IV 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
4 1 
"Defined by 
and here given by 
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where the wave-vector difference u = (k2 - k,) and 
(7.1 1) 
the explicit values for which are given in Table V. As before, subsequent 
rotational averaging of the molecular parameters T, produces the result 
applicable to a system of randomly oriented molecules. 
D. Two-Frequency Distributive Two-Photon Absorption 
The results for the distributive case of two-photon absorption can be 
expressed in a similar manner. The polarization parameters A ( j i p )  are identical 
in form to those tabulated in Table V, and the wave-vector sum s is now 
TABLE V 
Explicit Form of the Polarization Parameters A(J;P)(ii)  
0 1 (e * ezNe * 6 1 
0 2 1 
0 3 (e l*G)(e , .~ l )  
1 1 (e,*G,)(e, x e,)*ii 
1 2 (el x e l ) . P  
1 3 (e,*e,)(e, x e,).ii 
1 4 (el*e,)(e, x e , ) * i  
1 5 (e, x E 2 ) . i i  
1 6 (el.e,)(el x E , ) . i  
2 1 (el .e,)(ii.a,)(ii.e,) -(+)(el *e,)(e, -6,) 
2 2 (ii.e,)(ii*e,) - 5 
2 3 (el -e,)(ii.e,)(ii-e,) - (+)(el .e,)(e,*e,) 
2 4 (e,-~,)(ii-e,)(ii-e,) - ($)(el *6,)(ez*ii1) 
2 5 (ii.e,)(ii.a,) - f 
2 6 (6, *~,)(B*e,)(ii*e,) - (+)(el *e,)(e, .@,) 
3 
+(el  x E,)* i i ]  
3 
+(e, x el)*ii(el*e2)] 
3 
+ (0, x e,)*ii(e, *ez)] 
+(el  -e2)(ii*el)(ii.e2) + (e,.el)(i*el)(ii*e,) + (bel)(i i-e1) 




(el x el)*ii(ii*e,)(ii*6,) - ($)[(el x e,)*e,(ii.e,) + (el x e,).e,(ii.e,) 
(e, x e,)-ii(ii-e,)(ii-e,) -(+)[(e, x e,).e,(ii.~,) + (e, x ~,).e,(ii.e,) 
(el x i+,)-ii(ii-e,)(P-e,) -(:)[(el x e,).e,(ii*e,) + (a, x e,).e,(B*e,) 
4 1 (P.e,)(ii.e,)(ii.e,)(ii.e,) - (+)[(el -e2)(ii-el)(ii*e2) + (ii.e,)(ii.e,) 
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given by s = (k, + k2); the resultant rate equation may be expressed as 
+ { A l ,  V - A , ,  V } .  (7.12) 
Once again, the above result may be adapted tli obtain the fully averaged 
rate by replacing each Td( j ;  q )  by its fully avera1:ed counterpart (( T11j;4) >>. 
VIII. RANGE-DEPEND ENCE 
The results of Sections VI and VII are applicable. over an unrestricted range 
of separations between the two participating centcrs, and it should be recalled 
that the quantum electrodynamical formalism eciployed for their derivation 
automatically incorporates relativistic retardation effects. It is, therefore, 
instructive to examine the detailed dependenct: of the irate equations on 
intermolecular separation. The study of the lim ting short- and long-range 
behavior of the rates is facilitated through the identification of two regions 
known respectively as the near-zone and the far-zone, in each of which well- 
characterized asymptotic behavior can be identified. The limiting ranges of 
these zones is determined, for each process, by the character of the complex 
retarded resonance electric dipole-electric dipole interaction tensor vk/kl(W, R), 
and also the nature of any exponential terms ap,?earing in the pre-averaged 
rate equation, 
The general form of the interaction tensor Vkl(m,R), applicable for the 
entire range of pair separations, is given by Eq. (5.12). The appropriate 
near-zone form of the interaction can be ideniified with the static (zero- 
frequency) result, Vkl(O, R), obtained in the litr it where wR/c << 1, and is 
given by: 
which is traceless. The far-zone form of the interaction tensor is taken where 
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o R / c  >> 1, and thus long-range behavior is determined by the limit 
which is purely transverse with respect to the intermolecular vector R. Since 
the frequency parametrization of the interaction tensor is different for each 
of the four cases of synergistic two-photon absorption under consideration, 
the conditions under which the limiting near- or far-zone behavior ensues 
also differ markedly. 
The exponential phase factors which appear in the pre-averaged rate 
equations (6.7), (6.9), and (6.12), i.e., all cases except that of single-beam 
cooperative absorption, Eq. (6.3), introduce further considerations. Here, 
what might be termed near-zone behavior is obtained when these exponen- 
tials can be approximated by unity. In the corresponding rotationally 
averaged results of Section VII, the corresponding level of approximation 
results in retention of just the leading terms involving thej, spherical Bessel 
functions, since each j j (a )  falls off as rx-j in the near-zone. Consequently only 
the j = 0 terms contribute appreciably to the sums over j in the second terms 
of Eqs. (7.Q (7. lo), and (7.12), thereby significantly reducing the complexity 
of the results. Overall, the near-zone and far-zone limits to the rate equations 
are therefore subject to conditions imposed both by the nature and form of 
interaction tensor and also of any phase factors which may be present for 
each case. A complete breakdown of the boundary conditions for the four 
processes described in this review is given explicitly in Table VI. 
Having defined the short- and long-range limits, it is now possible to 
examine the general behavior of the rate equations for synergistic 
photoabsorption within these regions, In the near-zone, since the limiting 
(static) form of the complex retarded resonance electric dipole-electric dipole 
TABLE VI 
Near- and Far-Zone Boundary Conditions Resulting from the Form of the Phase Factors 
and Parametrization of the Interaction Tensor 
Two-photon absorption process Near-zone Far - z o n e 
~~ ~~ 
Single-beam cooperative Iu,O-W~R/C<<I Iw.0 - wlR/c  >> 1 
Single-beam distributive 2kR << 1 (m,oR/c, wpoRlc) >> 1 
Double-beam cooperative 10,o - ~ R / c < <  1 (w.0 IR/c >> 1 
=.(oEoR/c,wsoR/c)<< 1 -2kR >> 1 
Ik , -k , lR<<l  Ik, - k,lR >> 1 
Double-beam distributive Ik ,+k , lR<<I  w,,R/c >> 1 
w,,R/c << 1 Ik ,+k , lR>>I  
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interaction (Eq. 8.1) has an R P 3  dependence, the corresponding near-zone 
rate expressions with quadratic dependence on I /  vary as R - 6 .  This kind of 
distance dependence is well known in the Forster theory of dipolar resonance 
energy transfer (Forster 1949). Thus, the rate of tiimolecular mean-frequency 
absorption involving pairs of free molecules fall?. off very rapidly within the 
near-zone. 
For the far-zone case where molecules are separated by comparatively 
large distances, the rate equations for the three cases with radiative phase 
factors become complicated since all the spherical Bessel functions make 
comparable contributions to the result. Here an iriverse-square variation with 
molecular separation results from the quadrati : dependence on the long- 
range limit of V, expressed by Eq. (8.2). It is therefore worth noting that 
although the rate of synergistic absorption continues to fall off as the 
separation between interacting molecules incr:ases, it does not fall off 
anywhere near as quickly as might be expected from an examination of the 
near-zone behavior. While inverse-square rate dependences of this type are 
rare and therefore often suspect in atomic and molecular physics, the far-zone 
behavior reflects an exact asymptotic equivalence to the classical results for 
radiative energy transfer; a detailed proof has been given by Andrews and 
Hopkins (1988b). This comparison establishes the correctness of the long- 
range distance dependence of the virtual photor coupling. 
It is interesting to note that it is not essential for both centers involved 
in a distributive absorption process to be simultaneously located at the focus 
of the two laser beams. Naturally, one of the two absorbing centers must be 
irradiated by both beams, but the second center absorbs only a virtual photon 
and need not, therefore, be within the volume of sample irradiated by either 
beam. This has an unusual consequence for the case where the two centers 
are discrete molecules. The number of potential partners, A, ,  which may be 
involved in the distributive excitation of any particular molecule A ,  greatly 
exceeds the number available for cooperative excitation., and, assuming a 
uniform sample density, increases with the sq iare of the intermolecular 
distance. Since the long-range form of the rate equation has, an inverse-square 
dependence on the separation, the total of all the contributions from partner 
molecules within a shell of given thickness centered on A ,  is;, in the long-range 
limit, independent of the shell radius. This surprising result is a molecular 
analogue of the astrophysical problem known as Olber’s Paradox, which 
poses the question of why the sky is not uniformly bright with starlight. This 
paradox arises in a similar way since, although starlight intensity drops off 
with the square of distance, the number of stars in a homogeneous universe 
also increases quadratically with distance from any given reference point. In 
both cases, the resolution of the paradox is connected with a consideration 
of the neglected effects of light scattering. 
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One of the main differences between the cooperative and distributive 
mechanisms lies in the range over which the limiting near-zone behavior 
occurs. In the cooperative cases, the near-zone form of the interaction tensor 
applies where R A o l c  << 1, Am representing the energy mismatch propagated 
by the virtual photon (see Table VI). The supplementary condition 
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Logarithmic plots on an arbitrary vertical scale of the function Vij(ck, R)Vij(ck, R) 
(solid lines) which describes the dependence on intermolecular distance R of synergistic 
photoabsorption in free molecules. The values of k for the upper and lower curves are typical 
of the distributive and cooperative mechanisms, respectively. The broken lines show the 
asymptotic k4R-' behavior, whose relative displacement is 5.20 (= l0g(2O)~). 
Figure 9. 
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experimentally unusual configuration where the two photons are absorbed 
from essentially counterpropagating beams. However, in the distributive 
cases, the most severe constraints for near-zone Iiehavior ,are imposed by the 
condition lslR << 1, where s is the wave-vector sum for the two absorbed 
photons. This automatically guarantees satisfaction of the condition 
ool,R/c << 1, again except in counterpropagating, beam configurations. 
In certain cases, significant differences in the extent of the near-zone result 
from this distinction, especially when the excitec -state energies are large but 
similar. Figure 9 illustrates this point with a log-log pllot of the general 
function vj(ck, R)I/,,(ck, R )  which occurs in all triply averaged rate equations. 
The upper curve is plotted for a value of k = 1.6 x lo7 nV', corresponding 
to distributive conveyance of an electronic energy E,, with a wavelength of 
about 400nm. The lower curve with k = 8 x lo5 m-' corresponds to the 
cooperative mechanism where only an electronic energy difference (nominally 
E,,/20) is conveyed; here the difference equates to a vibrational energy with 
a wavenumber of around 1250cm-'. At short clistances ithe two graphs are 
indistinguishable and display the near-zone R - 6  dependence. However the 
extent of the near-zone for the former case is much shorter, with the limiting 
far-zone R - 2  behavior already established at h = 1 pm; for the latter case, 
far-zone behavior obtains at R = 10pm. The re;& of thiis difference is that 
the long-range rates (which vary with k4) differ by a factoir of (20)4 = 160,000 
in favor of the distributive mechanism (Andrews 1989). 
An even more striking illustration concerns the classic case of synergistic 
2A4: transitions in a mixture of formaldehyde and deuterioformaldehyde, 
where the absorption wavenumbers are 30,240.15 and 30,147.62 cm- ', 
respectively (Moule and Walsh 1975). Here thc near-zone for single-beam 
two-photon absorption extends to values of R i p  to - 1Opm: however for 
the distributive mechanism, near-zone behavioi extends only to - 100nm, 
and the far-zone R W 2  behavior is already dominant at 10pm. Here the 
distributive mechanism is favored by a factor of - 6 x 10'. 
IX. POLARIZATION DEPENDENCE 
In the experimental studies that have identiiied synergistic two-photon 
processes, little attention has yet been paid to effects of laser polarization. 
However, judicious control of polarization sk ould enaible more detailed 
information to be derived from the recorded spectra, particularly in the case 
of two-beam excitation where more polarization parameters are variable. 
This section provides a detailed theory of the polarization dependence of 
synergistic two-photon absorption in fluid media, including an analysis of 
some unusual dichroic effects. 
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A. Single-Beam Polarization Parameters 
In terms of polarization analysis, the single-beam cases yield little of interest, 
since only one independently variable polarization parameter, 5, arises. This 
is defined by the relation 
Although rate equations have been cast in terms of both [ and a second 
parameter, q, defined by Eq. (7.4), 
it can in fact be shown that the two are related through the equation 
Both parameters distinguish the degree of helicity of the incident radiation. 
For instance, q assumes the value of unity for plane polarized light and zero 
for circularly polarized light, and may therefore be regarded as a direct 
measure of the degree of ellipticity of the laser beam. However, only [, which 
is zero for plane polarized light, differentiates the sense of handedness in 
circular or elliptical polarizations, and for the circularly polarized cases we 
have 
On casting the rate equations entirely in terms of [, it becomes evident 
that the result for the single-beam cooperative case contains only terms in 
1’ and numerical terms, while additional terms linear in [ occur in the 
single-beam distributive case. Hence, the odd-j terms in Eq. (7.8) only 
contribute to the result when circularly or elliptically polarized incident 
radiation is employed, and their sign is then dependent on the handedness 
of that incident radiation. A direct consequence of this is the exhibition of 
two-photon circular dichroism in the distributive absorption process for pairs 
of molecules with fixed mutual orientations: no such effect can occur under 
the cooperative mechanism. 
B. Two-Photon Circular Dichroism 
Two-photon circular dichroism (Meath and Power 1987) was first predicted 
over a decade ago (Tinoco 1975; Power 1975; Andrews 1976), and is closely 
related to two-photon resonance effects in optical rotatory dispersion, the 
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first observations of which have recently been made by Getlanken and Tamir 
(1988). The extent of circular dichroism in dist -ibutive absorption can be 
expressed through the ratio of the difference in r a m  for left- and right-circular 
polarization and the mean rate, i.e., 
which, using Eqs. (7.8) and (9.4), gives 
A(LIR) = cj,(2kR) + ej3(21:R) 
a + bjo(2kR) + d j 2 ( 2 k K )  + fjJ2kE:) 
where the explicit expressions for the coefficients of the spherical Bessel 
functions are as follows: 
(9.12) 
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The result given by Eq. (9.6) is applicable to a rotating pair with arbitrary 
separation of the centers A and B. However, in such a case where the 
intermolecular distance R is fixed, it is generally appropriate to take the 
near-zone limit, based on the arguments discussed in the last section. By 
taking the dominant terms in the numerator and denominator of Eq. (9.6), 
we thus obtain the simpler result that 
2: (x / y )kR ,  
where 
(9.13) 
Systems involving two centers with fixed mutual orientation have been 
shown to exhibit other circular differential effects with a similar linear 
dependence on the separation. Examples include circular differential 
Rayleigh and Raman scattering (Barron and Buckingham 1974; Andrews 
and Thirunamachandran 1978), optical rotation (Barron 1975) and two- 
photon circular dichroism in which only one chromophore is excited 
(Andrews 1976). As might be expected, on performing subsequent rotational 
averages for the case where A and B are randomly oriented, the odd-j terms 
in the rate equations vanish and consequently no circular dichroism is 
displayed. 
C. Double-Beam Polarization Studies 
In terms of polarization analysis, double-beam cooperative and double- 
beam distributive two-photon absorption display identical behavior since 
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essentially the same set of polarization parameters, arises in each. The 
only difference is that the role of the wave-vector diifference u in the 
cooperative case is played by the wave-vector sum s in the distributive case. 
For any particular laser beam and polarization geometry, the values of the 
nineteen A(’9P) which arise can be directly calalated and inserted into the 
relevant rate equations to give the corresponding rates. Consideration is 
given here to a number of polarization combina.ions in which the two laser 
beams are co-propagating. This represents the experimentally most useful 
configuration since it maximizes the volume ol sample traversed by both 
beams. 
for seven experimentally useful combinations of plane 
and circular polarizations are listed in Table VII. Where both laser beams are 
plane polarized, the values of the polarization parameters are given for the 
cases where the polarization planes of the two beams are mutually parallel 
(column 1) or perpendicular (column2). The first point to notice is that in 
The values of 
TABLE VII 
Values of the Polarization Parameters A(jCp’(i)  for Seven Polarizatiori Combinations with 
Co-propagating Beams 
e!IIe! e ; l e ;  e:;e: e;;e: e‘;;ek ey;e; e2;e: - i P 
0 1 1 0 L 0 0 1 
0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 3 1 0 1 1 0 
1 1 0 0 i /2  - i /2  0 0 - 1  
1 2 0 0 0 0 - - I  i - 1  
1 3 0 0 - i / 2  i /2  - i  I 0 
1 4 0 0 -112 i /2  - i  i 0 
1 5 0 0 -1 1 - i  I I 







3 ~ 1 2 2 2 2 2 
~ ~ - 
3 5  
.- 35 - - 35 35 35 35 
- 35 4 1 
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both cases the odd-j parameters vanish, so that the leading jo terms represent 
a particularly good approximation in the near-zone. Secondly, the difference 
in the values of A ( j i P )  for the two cases indicates a linear dichroism which is 
a known characteristic of two-photon absorption (Monson and McClain 
1970). 
I .  Natural Two-Photon Circular Dichroism 
In each of the remaining polarization conditions, there are generally 
contributions from all values of j, and the rate expressions are accordingly 
somewhat more complex. The most interesting feature of these results is once 
again the appearence of circular dichroism. Columns 3 and 4 of Table VII give 
the values for the polarization parameters where beam 1 is plane polarized, 
and beam 2 is circularly polarized with either left- or right-handed helicity. 
While the even-j values of A(J’;P) are the same for either handedness, the odd-j 
values change sign when the helicity is reversed. Hence, chiral discrimination 
is manifest; obviously the same remarks apply to the case where beam 1 is 
circularly polarized and beam 2 plane polarized. Equally comparing columns 
5 and 6 illustrates a circular dichroism associated with two circularly 
polarized beams of the same handedness; once again reversing the helicity of 
the entire radiation field changes the sign of the odd-j polarization parameters. 
These manifestations of chirality are only observed for the case where the 
two centers A, and A, have a fixed mutual orientation; it is also true that 
the corresponding molecular properties T(’;¶’ and T(3;q)  disappear unless the 
two centers are dissymmetrically juxtaposed. The result is therefore a circular 
dichroism associated with the well-known coupled-oscillator model of a chiral 
system (Barron 1982). Not surprisingly, the chirality disappears when A, and 
A, are free to rotate independently, since as noted above the odd-j terms 
then vanish. 
Since the circular dichroism is generally associated with coupled groups 
in the near-zone range of distances, the explicit results for the Kuhn 
dissymmetry factors can be obtained from the leadingj,/j, terms in the rate 
expressions, and are as follows: 
(9.16) 
(9.18) 
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Here T ( p , L )  refers to the rate of absorption w.th beam 1 plane polarized 
and beam 2 left-handedly polarized, and so forth. The molecular parameters, P4), appearing in Eqs. (9.17) and (9.19) are different for the two cases 
(cooperative and distributive), and their values for the particular process 
under study can be read off from Tables I1 and IV "ith the limiting short-range 
form of the interaction potential given by Eq. (8.1). Again we note the linear 
dependence on the group separation in Eqs. (9.17) and (9.19). 
2. Laser-Induced Circular Dkhroism 
Finally, consideration is given to the results appearing in column 7 of Table VII, 
which apply to the situation in which the two laser beams have circular 
polarizations of opposite handedness. The resuli s here differ from those in 
either columns 5 or 6 in each value of j .  This represents the fact that 
changing the helicity of one beam produces a dichroism associated with a 
discrimination of the handedness of the A,-A, pair dressed by the chirality 
of the other circularly polarized beam. This again is a known feature of 
two-photon absorption (Thirunamachandran 19 79), and one which persists 
even when the pair is not held in a fixed mutual orientation. In this case the 
dissymmetry factor has both numerator and denominator given by the 
leading j ,  terms, and the explicit result is as follows: 
(9.20) 
(9.21) 
X. RESONANCE ENHANCEMENT 
Since the rate of bimolecular mean-frequency absorption will usually be 
somewhat less than the rate of two-photon absoi-ption at any single center, 
the various possibilities of utilizing resonance er hancement to increase the 
rate of the synergistic process merit serious consideration. Resonance 
enhancement results from the fact if there is a wtable  spacing of molecular 
energy levels not directly involved in the excitation scheme, a substantial 
increase in the absorption rate can nonetheless cnsue, duje to the effects of 
dispersion in the molecular susceptibility tensors In order to determine the 
conditions under which resonance enhancemen) occurs it is necessary to 
return to the definitions of the molecular response tensors S f 0  and xfO given 
by Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) respectively. Enhancement occurs where one or more 
of the denominators in these equations approaches zero, although 
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Figure 10. Resonance energy levels for single-beam synergistic absorption. The levels 
indicated by dashed lines represent resonances that can be exploited in absorption based on 
either the cooperative or the distributive mechanism; the dotted lines represent a resonance 
condition that applies to only the distributive case. 
phenomenological damping factors, omitted here for clarity, in fact prevent 
infinite response at resonance. 
For the single-beam cases, where the laser photon frequency is at the 
mean of two molecular transition frequencies, resonance enhancement occurs 
if either species involved in the process has an energy level matching one of 
those indicated in Fig. 10 by the broken lines. In the double-beam cases, the 
requirement for the mean of the two laser frequencies to match the molecular 
transition frequency provides additional freedom for one of the lasers to be 
tuned to one of the resonance levels shown in Fig. 11. Below we examine 
each case in more detail. 
Figure 11. Resonance energy levels for two-beam synergistic absorption by pairs of 
chemically identical molecules. The levels indicated by dashed lines represent resonances that 
can be exploited in absorption based on either the cooperative or the distributive mechanism; 
the dotted line represents a unique resonance condition that applies to only the distributive case. 
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A. Single-Frequency Exciration 
Considering first the cooperative mechanism, it is clear that there are two 
possible resonance mechanisms to consider for the tensor SUo as given by 
Eq. (5.15), corresponding to the cases where either the first or second term 
dominates the expression. Thus the first term dominates if there exists a state 
Ir )  such that E ,  = ho, i.e., where E, % (E ,  - Am). Similarly, the second term 
dominates if there is a state such that E,, = ho, i.e., wheire E, % ( E ,  + ho). 
In principle, similar remarks apply to SBo, exccpt that if E,, > E,, as in 
Fig. 10, then the condition E,, % ho cannot be satisfied for any I s )  if the 
TABLE VIII 
Resonance Conditions for Synergistic Phc'toabsorption' 
Resonant Other processes favored 
intermediate Additional by position of intermediate 
- 
Tensor energy levels conditions energy level 
Single-beam cooperative mechanism 
E,  2 E ,  - h o  
E,  2 E, + hw Single-photon absorption 
E,  '5 E ,  - hw 
E , - E o +  h o  Single-photon absorption 
(if E ,  > E,) 
(if E ,  > Em) 
Single-beam distributioe mechan:sm 
E, N E,  - hw 
E , =  E ,  + hw 
E ,  N E ,  + 2hw 
(if Em > Eb) 
E ,  '5 E ,  - 2 h o  
Single-photon absorption 
Two-photon absorption 
Double-beam cooperative mechar ism 
E,  2 E ,  - ho, 
E, Y E ,  + h a ,  
E,  '5 E ,  - hw, 
E,  = E ,  + ho, 
(if wI < w 2 )  
(if w2 < 0,) 
Single-photon absorption 
Single-photon absorption 
Double-beam distributive mechanism 
E,  '5 E ,  - hw, 
E,  '5 E ,  - h o ,  
E,=E,-hw,-hw, 
E,  '5 E ,  + ho, 
E,  L, E ,  + hw, 
(if w,  < 02) 
(if w2 < w , )  
Single-pihoton absorption 
Single-plhoton absorption 
Two-photon absorption - E,  N E ,  + ho, + hw, 
"Positions o f  intermediate energy levels that produce rescsnances in the molecular tensors, 
conditions imposed by energy constraints, and the nature of competing absorption processes 
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initial state of B is the ground state. Hence, for the single-beam cooperative 
case, there are just three possibilities, as indicated by the broken lines below 
the E ,  leiel in Fig. 10. Clearly if E,, > E,, there are two resonance conditions 
that may apply for center B, and one for A. These possibilities are summarized 
in Table VIII. 
The two conditions where A has a state Ir) or B has a state Is) with 
energy - ( E ,  + hw) lead to resonance enhancement provided the corres- 
ponding transition moments pro, psO are non-zero. However, in such 
circumstances real transitions to these states are allowed by single-photon 
absorption, and it is likely that these effects will swamp observation of the 
cooperative process under consideration. The third resonance condition, 
where E,,%hw, is of much more interest; this corresponds to having an 
energy level of center A at approximately ( E ,  - ha) .  Here, provided the 
resonant level lies sufficiently far above the ground state not to be appreciably 
thermally populated, then there is no question of single-photon absorption 
from the laser beam at frequency w, but there is nonetheless a genuine 
resonance amplification of the tensor Sao. Observation of the cooperative 
absorption process is therefore facilitated if the energy levels of A happen 
to lie in positions which favor this possibility. 
For the distributive mechanism, the possibilities for resonance behavior 
can be ascertained by reference to the form of the molecular response tensor 
Xao(w,w)  as given by Eq. (5.16). As noted earlier, the same tensor is involved 
in hyper-Raman scattering, where a figure of lo6 has been given as the order 
of enhancement under typical resonance conditions (Long and Stanton 1970). 
Clearly such a large increase will be a significant consideration in 
experimental studies. There are now, in principle, four different denominator 
factors to consider, two of which coincide with those of the cooperative 
mechanism and lead to the same resonance conditions. Although one 
additional type of resonance is predicted for states Ir) of energy ( E ,  - 2hw) 
or ( E D  - 2hw), it is clear from the energy level diagram that neither condition 
can arise if the concerted absorption process takes place from the ground 
state. 
The only other new type of resonance behavior specifically associated 
with the distributive case is one that applies to intermediate states Is) with 
energy E ,  % ( E ,  + 2 h o ) .  However, this leads to competition from simple 
two-photon absorption Is) +-lo), so that again the synergistic effect would 
most likely be swamped, particularly if 2 h o  exceeds the ionization energy of 
A or B. Thus it transpires that for single-beam synergistic absorption 
mediated by either mechanism, the most useful resonance condition 
corresponds to the case where there is a state of energy - ( E ,  - hw), where 
there is no possibility of competition from either single-photon or two-photon 
absorption, and significant rate increases can be expected. 
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B. Two-Frequency Excitation 
For two-frequency synergistic absorption, the various resonance possibilities 
are also summarized in Table VIII. For cooperative mean-frequency absorption, 
there are again three distinct possibilities for resonance enhancement of the 
process, as shown by the lowest three broken lirles in Fig. 11.  If the centers 
involved in the process possess energy levels close 1 o ( E ,  + hw,) or ( E ,  + hw,), 
then although the molecular tensors Sao(wl) or Suo(o,)  are resonantly 
enhanced, direct competition from single-photon absorption will mask the 
synergistic process. However, in the third resonance condition, where a 
molecular energy level exists close to (E,-hw,)  (assuming that w2 is the 
lower of the laser frequencies), then the first term of SUo(wZ), as given by the 
w 2  analogue of Eq. (5.1.9, becomes resonantly enhanced and thus leads to 
an increased cooperative absorption rate. In this case, again provided the 
resonant level is not significantly populated, there is no possibility of 
competition from one-photon absorption. 
In the two-frequency distributive case, the molecular tensor xao(wl,  w,) 
has resonance conditions similar to those for xao( 3, w). As ;in the single-beam 
case, two of the proposed resonance conditions would be llikely to allow the 
process to be masked by single-photon absorption; a third leads to the 
possibility of conventional two-photon absorption, and a fourth cannot be 
satisfied if the centers involved are initially in their ground states. The 
remaining condition ( E ,  z ( E ,  - hto,) if w1 ( lo2, or E,  z ( E ,  - Am,) if 
0, < w , )  remains the only truly useful resonance. Naturally, since the ener- 
getics of the excitation process are constrained only by a condition on the 
sum of the photon frequencies, there is a widt: scope fior choosing laser 
frequencies specifically with the aim of exploit lng this type of resonance 
possibility. 
XI. COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL TWO-PHOTON 
ABSORPTION 
The rate of conventional (single-center) two-pho ton absorption depends on 
the square of the focussed laser intensity, and a:, long ago as 1968 Gontier 
and Trahin showed that in the absence of accidental resonances an intensity 
factor of (Z/Z,) is introduced for each additional photon involved in a 
multiphoton atomic excitation process. The constant I ,  is a characteristic 
irradiance whose value depends on the sampk:, and corresponds to the 
situation where perturbation theory breaks down and all multiphoton 
processes become equally feasible. A similar trea ment of imolecules leads to 
an intensity factor per photon of y = (Z/ZM), where I ,  is iin irradiance that 
would lead to ionization or dissociation, and wo ild therefore have a typical 
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value in the region of WmP2 (Eberly et al. 1987). This figure certainly 
exceeds the level of irradiance applied in most laser spectroscopy experiments, 
where values of y seldom exceed low4. Nonetheless two-photon spectra are 
readily obtained even with appreciably lower intensities. With this in mind, 
it is instructive to compare the likely rates of conventional and 
nearest-neighbor synergistic two-photon absorption. 
Only by experiment or detailed ab initio calculations can quantitative 
values be obtained for the various tensor parameters involved in the rate 
equations. Unfortunately, there are no studies to date which have reported 
the necessary numerical values, although the synergistic effects are now 
experimentally well-documented. Estimation of the more general significance 
of many of the results presented in previous sections must therefore proceed 
from a different basis. As shown in early work on cooperative 
photoabsorption (Andrews and Harlow 1983), neighboring molecules can in 
fact be expected to display a synergistic absorption rate approaching the 
rate of two-photon absorption by individual molecules, a result which is 
more readily calculated. This can be argued as follows. A comparison of the 
short-range limit of the rate equation for cooperative absorption and the 
corresponding rate equation for normal two-photon absorption shows that 
the former contains an additional factor of the order of p = SU0/R3.  Far from 
accidental resonances, the molecular tensor should be similar in magnitude 
to the polarizability, since it is constructed in the same way from products 
of electric dipole transition moments divided by energy mismatch factors. 
Molecular polarizabilities, at least for small molecules, have well-documented 
values, and are mostly similar in magnitude to the cube of molecular diameter. 
Hence when R represents a nearest-neighbor distance, the factor p approaches 
the value of unity, and the cooperative absorption rate is comparable with 
that of conventional two-photon absorption. Similar arguments apply in the 
case of distributive absorption. 
Obviously, any possibilities of resonance, as discussed in Section X, can 
further enhance the synergistic photoabsorption rates. While most of the 
appropriate resonance conditions are held in common with single-center 
two-photon absorption, the case of resonance at a level one photon in energy 
below the final excited state of either molecule participating in a synergistic 
process is a unique feature. This not only opens up important new possibilities 
for rate enhancement, but it does so without the associated complications 
of competing absorption processes. Thus it appears that synergistic effects 
should be generally observable at the levels of laser irradiance typically 
employed for studies of conventional two-photon absorption, and it should 
not be necessary to utilize exceptionally intense laser sources where 
higher-order optical nonlinearities might become a problem. 
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XII. SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS IN THE ABSORPTION OF WHITE 
LIGHT 
A. Spectrophotometry with Broadband Sources 
Having established the detailed theory underlying synergistic effects in 
two-photon laser spectroscopy, we now considcr the broader implications 
of these effects in connection with conventional absorption processes. Most 
modern spectrophotometry and color science is based on the principle that 
the optical response of a substance to a giben wavelength of light is 
independent of any other wavelengths that may bt: present. Thus it is normally 
assumed that an absorption spectrum obtained iI sing broadband light and a 
multichannel spectrometer would be identical to 1 he spectrum obtained using 
a tunable monochromatic light source. Indeed, th IS is the principle underlying 
Fourier transform spectroscopy. 
Using results established in previous section$, it can however be shown 
that this assertion represents only an approximat ion to the truth. Absorption 
from a white light or other broadband source in fact allows photon pairs of 
differing frequencies to be concertedly absorbed by niolecules in close 
proximity (Andrews 1988). In this section, it is shown that this may result 
in a change to the appearance of absorption spectra, and yield an absorption 
law that departs from normal Beer-Lambert behavior. One particular case 
in which such effects may be expected to arise is where supercontinuum laser 
radiation is employed for spectroscopic purposes. 
The generation of a white-light supercontinuum by palssing mode-locked 
pulses of laser light through certain media was filrst reported in 1970 (Alfano 
and Shapiro 1970). The phenomenon results from a process of self-phase 
modulation associated with intensity-dependcnt refraction, although a 
number of other mechanisms can contribute to I he effect; a useful summary 
is provided in a recent review by Alfano (1986). Continuum generation has 
been shown to occur in a wide variety of materials, and is readily producible 
in water. The pulses of light so generated are often referred to as constituting 
an ultrafast supercontinuum laser source (USLS) (Manassah et al. 1984), or 
picosecond continuum for short, since pulse durations aire typically on the 
picosecond or femtosecond (Fork et al. 1983) timlescale. The term 
superbroadening is also used to describe the continuum fixmation (Reintjes 
1984). 
The laser supercontinuum source has found numerous applications in the 
physical, chemical, and biological sciences. Many studies have concerned 
elementary photochemical and photobiologicsil reactions such as those 
involved in the primary processes of photosyr thesis anid vision (von der 
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Linde 1977; Eisenthal 1977; Peters and Leontis 1982; Fleming 1986). These 
studies are mostly based on use of the continuum to probe the absorption 
characteristics of transient species, in order to obtain information on their 
decay kinetics. The processing of data from such experiments is generally 
based on the implicit assumption that the absorption of white light is subject 
to the normal Beer-Lambert law, in that the absorption at any particular 
frequency is assumed to be linearly proportional to the intensity of the probe 
light at that frequency. 
B. Rate Equations for Continuum Excitation 
To place into proper perspective the role of synergistic effects in the 
absorption of white light, it is worth first setting down the basic equations 
for the normal absorption process observed with monochromatic light. 
Consider an ensemble of molecules in an initial state l i ) ,  certain of which 
are promoted to an excited state I f )  through absorption of light with circular 
frequency o,, i.e., we have Efi = ho,. Assuming that the transition is electric 
dipole-allowed, the rate of (single-photon) absorption is given by; 
where I(o,) is defined as the irradiance per unit circular frequency (o) interval 
at  frequency a,,, and K, is given by 
K,  = lpfi.e12 (1 2.2) 
pfi being the transition dipole moment for the 1 f ) t l i )  transition, and e 
the unit polarization vector of the incident light. 
The result of Eq. (12.1) is more often expressed in terms of the Einstein 
B-coefficient; casting the result in terms of radiant energy density per unit 
frequency (w) interval introduces an additional factor of c/2n, and a further 
factor of 3 results from rotational averaging. However, to facilitate subsequent 
comparison with the rate equation for cooperative absorption, the above 
result is given in the form it takes prior to rotational averaging. The single 
most important feature to note at  this stage is the linear dependence of the 
absorption rate on the irradiance, a dependence manifest in the characteristic 
exponential decay of intensity with time and hence also with distance travelled 
through the sample (the Beer-Lambert Law). 
For cooperative absorption, two photons with frequencies w = (wo + R) 
and o' = (w, - Q), the sum of whose energies equals the sum of the I f  ) + I i )  
transition energies for two different molecules, are absorbed in the concerted 
process illustrated by Fig. 2. The rate of absorption by the pair is essentially 
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that given by Eq. (6.9), recast in terms of an irradiance with a large bandwidth: 
where 
The result is simplified by the physically reasonaide assumption that the two 
absorbed photons have the same polarization. 
To the extent that the parameter K,(oo, 0) i s  approximately frequency- 
independent over any range of frequencies well away from resonance (in 
other words, whenever dispersion effects are small), the rate contribution Tzc 
has a direct dependence on the frequency-domain autocorrelation function 
of the incident light. Since USLS radiation is pulsed, it is useful to express 
the result in terms of the time-dependence of the irradiance I(t) through the 
Fourier transform 
(12.5) 
Simple manipulation of the integral in Eq. (12.3) then reveals its equivalence 
to the time-domain integral 
m 
K 2 ( 0 0 )  IZ(t)exp(2io,,t)dt (12.6) 
- m  
In the distributive mechanism two photons with frequeincies (oo + Q) and 
(oo - Q) undergo concerted absorption at the siime center, and the energy 
mismatch Efi is conveyed to another molecule by virtual photon coupling, 
as in Fig. 3. In this case, using exactly similar methods, the following rate 
equation is obtained: 
m 
rZd = ( 2 ~ & ; ) - 1 ~  [ K2t(00,R)Z(00 + Q)l(oo - R)dR (12.7) 
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and once again a link can be established with the autocorrelation function 
of the USLS light. 
The Beer-Lambert exponential decay law for conventional (single- 
photon) absorption results from the elementary relation 
- d l ( o ,  z)/dz a l(w, z )  (12.9) 
where z represents the distance the light has travelled through the absorbing 
sample. Since this is directly proportional to the propagation time within 
the sample, Eq. (12.9) is a result which follows directly from Eq. (12.1). When 
intense continuum light such as that provided by USLS radiation is absorbed, 
cooperative and distributive processes produce a correction term that 
necessitates the replacement of Eq. (12.9) by a result of the form 
n 
where K = K ,  + K,,. Clearly, in this case exponential decay is no longer to 
be expected. 
One of the most significant implications of the result is that an absorption 
spectrum measured with intense white light may be significantly different 
from the spectrum that would be observed using tunable monochromatic 
radiation. In particular, there should be a decrease in the apparent width of 
many lines in any absorption spectrum measured with broadband radiation. 
This is because, for any sample transition of frequency oo, photons of 
appreciably off-resonant frequency (oo f Q) can be cooperatively absorbed 
and result in the excitation of two separate molecules, provided selection 
rules permit. In fact the Lorentzian linewidth of the concerted absorption 
process is readily shown to be approximately 0.64 x the ordinary absorption 
linewidth, if the probe radiation is assumed to be of nearly constant intensity 
in the frequency region of interest. Nonetheless, the observed linewidth would 
not be reduced to quite this extent, because of the additional and invariably 
stronger response associated with normal single-photon absorption. 
C. Implications for Spectroscopy with USLS Radiation 
It is difficult in general terms to assess the magnitude of the correction 
represented by the frequency integral, although under optimum conditions 
it may indeed be comparable with the first term in the square brackets 
(Andrews 1988). The most significant feature of Eq. (12.10) is undoubtedly 
the fact that the absorption by a sample at any given frequency is directly 
influenced by the intensity of light at other frequencies. Equation (12.10) thus 
represents an infinite set of coupled integro-differential equations, whose 
solution depends on the detailed spectral distribution of the USLS continuum 
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light (Manassah et al. 1985a, b, 1986; Manassah 1986) and also the spectral 
response of the sample, as represented by the ail-embracing constant K .  
Precise values for the focused irradiances produced b,y USLS pulses are 
not currently available in the literature, but the intensity levels are certainly 
high enough for two-photon absorption to be experimentally observable, 
and by extension it appears that the synergistic process may produce 
important contributions to conventional single-photon arbsorption spectra. 
Other factors that contribute to the significance of cooperative or distributive 
two-photon absorption are the involvement of non-neighboring molecules, 
and any enhancement of the molecular responsc tensors through incidental 
one-photon resonances, as discussed in Section X. In many situations, it is 
therefore likely that mean-frequency absorption will play a significant role 
in modifying the apparent form of absorption spectra. 
As noted above, the use of USLS light for probing abslorption may result 
in a modified linewidth in the spectrum. Other rr,ore significant changes may 
also be expected, however. This can be illustrated as follows. Consider the 
case of an electronic transition which displays vibronic structure associated 
with a certain molecular vibration. For simplicit 7, let us clonfine attention to 
the (0-0) band, assuming that the vibrational frcquencies in the ground and 
excited electronic states are similar. Although cooperative and distributive 
processes allow the absorption of any pair of photons whose energy sum 
equals that of the (0-0) excitation energies for I wo different molecules, the 
rate of each process is resonantly enhanced if eil her photon energy matches 
that of another transition. 
In particular, a pair of photons whose energies match the (0-1) and (1-0) 
transitions can be cooperatively absorbed and so actually result in (0-0) 
transitions in two separate molecules. Thus, because of the resonance 
enhancement associated with a (0- 1)-frequency photon, one should expect 
increased absorption at both the (0-1) and (1-0) frequencies, even if the u = 1 
level in the electronic ground state is not apprcciably populated. Features 
of this kind have been noted in recent USLS-probe experiments on spectral 
hole burning in dye solutions (Alfano et al. 1974) Althouglh it is unlikely that 
cooperative absorption has any direct bearing OII these studies in view of the 
large mean separation of the dye molecules in solution, it might be expected 
to become much more significant in studies of molecular crystals, for example. 
In assessing the wider significance of mean-frequency absorption for flash 
photolytic experiments based on USLS radiation, perhaps the most 
important factor to consider is the enormously wide range of possibilities 
for synergistic absorption leading to the simulitaneous excitation of more 
than one excited state. For example, with a s~ngle-component sample, it 
should be possible to observe the process 
2A+hw+hw'-+A*+ 4$ (12.11) 
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the double dagger denoting some other excited state than that denoted by 
the asterisk. If the sample is heterogeneous or contains more than one 
chemical species, there exists the even more general possibility of simul- 
taneously exciting two chemically different species: 
A + B + ho + ho’-+A* + B* (12.12) 
The reaction represented by Eq. (12.12) is potentially very significant for 
flash photolytic studies of processes in complex biological systems, where A 
and B may even be chemically different chromophores within a single large 
biomolecule. The theory underlying these processes can be developed from 
the basic results in Section V, and the associated rates of absorption should 
be comparable to those of the closely related synergistic absorption processes 
discussed earlier in this review. However, in polyatomic molecules with 
complex vibronic structures, the number of pairs of transitions that can be 
excited through absorption of two photons with the correct energy sum may 
be enormously large, so that cooperative absorption may exert a very 
significant effect on the appearance of the absorption spectrum. The numerous 
possibilities for resonance enhancement of the molecular response tensors at 
certain frequencies should also be borne in mind. 
In conclusion, it is worth reiterating that the anomalous absorption effects 
described here may be manifest in any experiments that employ sufficiently 
high-intensity broadband radiation. To this extent, anomalies may be 
observable in experiments not specifically involving USLS light. In particular, 
the continued advances in techniques of laser pulse compression have now 
resulted in the production of femtosecond pulses only a few optical cycles 
in duration (Knox et al. 1985; Brito Cruz et al. 1987; Fork et al. 1987) which 
necessarily have a very broad frequency spread, as the time/energy 
uncertainty principle shows. Thus, mean-frequency absorption may have a 
wider role to play in the absorption of femtosecond pulses. If this is correct, 
it raises further questions over the suitablity of absorption-based techniques 
for their characterization. 
XIII. CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF SYNERGISTIC 
PHOTO ABSORPTION 
A. General Considerations 
Although the most thoroughly documented studies of synergistic two-photon 
absorption relate to matrix isolation studies, the process should certainly be 
manifest in other phases of matter. For samples in either a gas or liquid 
state, it might be argued that such effects are essentially collisional 
phenomena. It is certainly true that the probability of any such synergistic 
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process is very significantly enhanced for pain; of molecules separated by 
small distances, a dependence which must be a,isociated with a high degree 
of pressure sensitivity. However, although these processes are predominantly 
effective over short distances, they are nonetheless induced by proximity 
rather than collision. This much is made clear by the fact that irrespective 
of any energy shifts or selection rule weakening H hich collisions might induce, 
the absorption processes that occur at each cerl ter are separately forbidden 
on energy grounds: moreover, there are sigiiificant contributions from 
molecules in the far-zone region. By the same token, orbital overlap need 
not be implicated in synergistic processes involving chromophore pairs. 
The synergistic processes described in this review can potentially be 
manifest in a very wide range of chemical and /physical effects, and we now 
turn to a consideration of some of the broader implications. Although there 
has been tacit assumption through most of our discussion that the excitation 
of the two centers is electronic or vibronic in nature, purely vibrational 
excitation is also possible if suitable wavelengths are employed, and suitable 
Born-Oppenheimer development of the molecular tensors enables the theory 
to be directly applied to such cases. In the case where both centers gain one 
quantum of vibrational energy, then the irradiation frequency for the 
synergistic single-beam process is the mean of these two vibrational 
frequencies. Vibrational modes that can participate in 1.his process by the 
cooperative mechanism must be Raman-allowed by virtue of the two-photon 
selection rules; in the distributive case, the vibrations must be 
infrared-allowed. In both cases, the limiting near-zone behavior applies up 
to distances comparable to infrared wavelengths. In the: case of two-beam 
excitation, similar remarks apply. 
In considering the single-beam cases, moreoj er, we have concentrated on 
the case where A and B differ, even if only by isotopic constitution. However, 
the theory can also apply to the case where A and B are identical, but the 
excited states Ic r )  and 18) differ. For a single-component phase, the effect 
should be observable as the absorption of two photons with energy halfway 
between that of the two excited states; this applies equally to free molecules 
or loosely associated van der Waals dimers. For a two-component phase 
containing a mixture of A and B molecules, il should thus be possible to 
observe synergistic effects associated with not only A-B, but also A-A 
and B-B interactions, and hence several new bands should appear in the 
two-photon absorption spectrum. 
B. Methods of Observation 
We now consider some of the methods by which the synergistic effects 
described above may be observed. As with conventional two-photon 
absorption, direct monitoring of a reduction in laser intensity as a result of 
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the photoabsorption process is unlikely to be the most practicable method 
for studying the effect. However, fluorescent decay from any of the excited 
states is much more easily measured since it should be against a zero 
background; note that fluorescence from only one excited species is normally 
sufficient to demonstrate the occurrence of a synergistic process. For the 
sake of argument, let us suppose that the excitation of the state l a )  is 
monitored. Radiationless decay within the vibrational manifold of the initially 
populated electronic state will generally mean that the fluorescence will be 
Stokes-shited in frequency away from E,,/h. Nevertheless, since the same 
excited state I a )  is also accessible either through single-photon absorption 
at  frequency E,,/k (in the distributive case), or through single-beam 
two-photon absorption at frequency E,,/2h (in the cooperative case), its 
decay characteristics can be ascertained in a separate single-beam experiment 
and then used to monitor the synergistic effect. 
Other methods can be devised according to the photochemistry of the 
sample, and as an example we consider the case of a mixture of H,CO and 
D,CO. These molecules have absorption lines associated with the 2A4: 
transition at 30,340.15 and 30,147.62 cm-', respectively (Moule and Walsh 
1975). Irradiation with a single beam of laser light at the mean of these two 
frequencies should thus lead to a synergistic two-photon process, involving 
both the cooperative and distributive channels, in which both species are 
simultaneously excited. The narrow bandwidth of any standard laser source 
should ensure that neither species is independently excited by a conventional 
single-photon absorption process. Evidence for cooperative two-photon 
absorption is then provided by detection of the decomposition product CO 
resulting from the reactions: 
H2CO*-C H, + CO 
D2CO* -c 
H + H + C O  
D + D + C O  
D, + CO 
(13.1) 
(1 3.2) 
The experimental verification of this reaction scheme remains one of the 
main challenges presented by the theory of synergistic photoabsorption. 
C. Charge Transfer Reactions 
Most of the experimental work on synergistic photoabsorption has concerned 
the studies of charge transfer between molecular halogens and rare gas atoms. 
This type of two-photon induced process can in general be expressed as 
X, + Rg + 2 h o  -P Rg'X; ( 1  3.3) 
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The subsequent reactions 
Rg'X; + Rg'X- + X ( 1  3.4) 
Rg'X- + R g - + R g l X  ( 1  3.5) 
generally lead to exciplexic emission which characterizes completion of the 
reaction, as illustrated in Fig. 12. Reactions of this type have been studied 
in gas-phase experiments (Yu et al. 1983; Ku et al. 1983), and in Rg:X, van 
der Waals complexes generated in free jet expansions (Boivineau et al. 1986; 
Jouvet et al. 1987). However, the most extensive studies hiwe been performed 
by Apkarian and co-workers in condensed phases, involving both liquid 
solutions and doped rare gas matrices (vide infra). The broad absorption by 
halogens in the UV-visible range offers plenty lof scope for the exploitation 
of single-photon resonances to enhance the proslpects of observing synergistic 
effects. The advantage is offset by the fact that these resonances are mostly 
associated with dissociative transitions to turning points of strongly repulsive 
potentials, resulting in uncorrelated absorption processes that complicate the 
experiments. Careful analyses have been required to prove unequivocally the 
Irrad. t ime ( s e c )  
Figure 12. Permanent dissociation of C1, in solid xenon irradiated at 308nm, as a function 
ofirradiation time (1 : 500C1,:Xe solid at 13 K). (a) Growth orthe 573 nm Xe,+CI- (4'r -, 1,2'r) 
exciplexic emission intensity. (b) Decrease of the C1, (A' - #  X) recombinant emission intensity 
at 800nm in the same sample. Redrawn from Fajardo, Wjthnall et al. (1988) by permission of 
Harwood Academic Publishers GmbH. 
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existence of a synergistic mechanism for the charge transfer. Various 
nonsynergistic mechanisms can dominate under different conditions; the task 
has been to demonstrate the occurrence of charge transfer even under 
conditions where these alternative mechanisms cannot apply. 
The first possibility to eliminate is the absorption of a second photon by 
the halogen in its photoexcited state, followed by charge transfer: 
X: + Rg + Rg’X, (13.6) 
Working with F,, Cl,, and Br, in wavelength regions where such resonances 
are absent, it has nonetheless been shown that the charge transfer reactions 
persist and cannot be accounted for by two-photon absorption in the free 
halogens (Fajardo and Apkarian 1988a, b). A second mechanism which could 
contribute is photodissociation of the molecular halogen followed by 
photo-induced charge transfer between the atomic species: 
X + Rg + ho -+ Rg + X - (13.7) 
This latter mechanism can be ruled out in a number of ways through judicious 
choice of experimental conditions, as most notably demonstrated by studies 
of the photo-induced harpoon reactions of ICl in liquid and solid xenon 
(Okada et al. 1989). Here it has been shown that XeI is produced even at 
wavelengths well beyond the threshold for atomic charge transfer between 
Figure 13. Logarithmic plots of exciplexic fluorescence intensities versus transmitted laser 
intensity in a 1.3 mM solution of Cl, in Xe, at various wavelengths: 340nm (solid circles), 360 nm 
(solid triangles), 308 nm (open circles), 368 nm (open triangles). The corresponding slopes of the 
best fit lines are 2.07, 1.98, 2.11, and 2.08, respectively. Redrawn from Fajardo, Withnall etal. 
(1988) by permission of Harwood Academic Publishers GmbH. 
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the rare gas and halogen atoms. It transpires, however, that resonances 
associated with the final state in ICl arise in accordance with the operation 
of a synergistic mechanism. 
The explicit characterization of synergistic two-photon absorption in 
liquid solutions has recently been described by Fajardo, Withnall et al. (1988). 
Here a clear distinction from the effects of anj' sequentiial absorption has 
been made on the basis of kinetic considerations. In particular, the intensity 
of fluorescence by the exciplex Xe+Cl- ha; been s,hown to depend 
quadratically on laser fluence over a range of wavelengths, exactly as one 
expects with a coherent two-photon process. 4ny sequential mechanism 
would only be expected to produce this kind of dependence if the 
cross-sections for photodissociation and atomic lcharge transfer were similar 
in magnitude. In fact, both cross-sections vary by at least an order of 
magnitude over the wavelength range studied, yet the dependence on fluence 
satisfies a power law with exponent 2.05 f 0.7 throughout, a s  shown in Fig. 13. 
Synergistic two-photon absorption is thus the only mechanism that can 
satisfactorily account for all the experimental observations. 
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